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Avalon Hill Philosophy Part 59 I 
THE NEW CROP 

The start of a new year is always an 
appropriate time toturn our editorial attention to 
the discussion of new games. Last fall was the 
first time in recent memory that AH did not 
reveal a new game for the Xmas season. This 
shouldn't be taken as an indication of a 
slowdown however, as we've been working 
quite hard on our '77 releases and have a 
number of titles to offer in the coming year. 

Not the smallest happening is our acquisition 
of yet another game company. Last December 
we took over the complete line of SPORTS 
ILLUSTRATED games which include PAYOIRT 
(pro football), BOWLBOUND (college football), 
SUPERSTAR BASEBALL, GO FOR THE GREEN 
(golf), and TRACK MEET (Olympic Decathlon 
competition). All five games sell for S 10 and are 
available both by mail and through our regular 
retail distribution. These are not just repetitions 
of our already existing sports games. Whereas 
the FOOTBALL, BASEBALL. and BASKETBALL 
STRATEGY series emphasizes pure competition 
in the form of the matrix play selections, the 
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED line utilizes the "replay" 
concept of spons games by providing realistic 
statistical ratingsof actual teams and individual 
athletes so that the player can recreate the 
exploits of his favorite teadathlete. All the 
participants perform in direct proportion to their 
accomplishments in real life. In this way, 
baseball fans can check how Sandy Koufax 
would have done facing Babe Ruth, Ted Willi- 
ams, etc. These games are particularly well 
suited to solitaire play and have a definite place 
in the sports game market. They will make afine 
addition to our line of simulation games. The 
effect of the SPORTS ILLUSTRATED acquisition 
does not end there however. We will be 
repackaging all our sports games to take 
advantage of the greater clout of St. Among the 
first to receive this treatment will be our 
remakes of the previous 3M games SPEED 
CIRCUIT and WIN, PLACE, & SHOW. These two 
were the class of the 3 M  sports line and will 
effectively round out our greatly expanded 
sports line which you'll see advertised frequent- 
ly in the pages o f .  . . what else, SPORTS 
ILLUSTRATED. 

Of more immediateconcern to most of you as 
wargarners is, naturally enough, news of the 
upcoming wargame releases. The following is 
meant as only the briefest sketch of what we'll 
offer in 1977 so as to whet your appetite for the 
coming year. More detailed information will 
follow as we near publitatioh. 

Making their debut in the spring will be the 
long waited ARAB-ISRAELI WARS and the 2nd 
edition of RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. The former 
utilizes an improved version of the PANZER- 
LEADER game system to portray our first effort 
at a modern day conflict. It will sell for $10 in 
bookcase format with 4 geomorphic boards. 

RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN will leave the Mail 
Order Only ranks for retail distribution in a 
highly polished 2nd edition.Therules have been 
rewritten to correct all prior ambiguities and 
omissions as well as add a few subtle refine- 
ments. The scenarios have been entirely revised 
to reflect more realistic 00's and offer greater 
variety in game length. The previous problem of 

too many drawn games has been done away 
with by the incorporation of Sudden Death 
victory conditions which also tendto shorten the 
average Campaign Game and add even more 
suspense to an already exciting game system. 
Extra counters for Richard Hamblen's 'What 
If . . . "Variant which appeared in Vol. 13, No.4 
have been added to the new counter sheet 
which also utilizes increased shading to further 
differentiate units with double impulse rnove- 
ment capability. Owners of the Mail Order Only 
edition of RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN are urged to 
look elsewhere in this magazine for details on 
how they can update their game at minimum 
expense. 

SQUAD LEADER is progressing very nicely 
and will be ready to make its debut at ORIGfNS 
77. The game is evolving from an infantry type 
PANZERBLITZ into a comprehensive treatment 
of WWll squad level actions including armor, off 
board artillery, and a myriad of options. We'll be 
using the P.I. (Programmed Instruction) method 
to take the reader gradually through one of our 
most comprehensive rulebooks so that he can 
play the game and learn it step by step with a 
minimum investment of time. The game is so 
comprehensive and all encompassing that we , 
are considering offering an extension kit of 
counters and scenarios for the Pacific War. Yet, 
the beauty of the game lies in the relative 
simplicity of John Hill's new game system. 

Also destined for release at ORIGINS is the 
remake of GETTYSBURG which embraces more 
new techniques then I care to go into here. 
Suffice it to say that it will be unlike any 
wargame we've ever done before. DESCENTON 
CRETE is also scheduled for summer release. 
This game was designed by Vance von Borries 
and developed by Randall Reed. This operational 
battalion and company level game is rerninis- 
cent of a small scale ANZlO and should shed 
more than a little light on this fascinating but 
often neglected portion of Wll. 

THE RISING SUN is out of drydock and into 
development but is a long way from completion. 
The scope of this game makes THIRD REICH look 
like checkers in comparison. It will include all 
the capital ships of the Pacific Theatre plus 
destroyer, submarine, and auxiliary divisions 
w ~ t h  detailed combat, repair, and ship building 
rules to give a tactical feel toa very big strategic 
game. At this point the game will utilize 
approximately 1 , 0 0 0  two-sided counters repre- 
senting land, air, and naval units plus a roster 
pad tb maihtain order. The game will incorporate 
interlocking scenarios for play balance and 
playing time purposes. A complete Campaign 
Game will be included butdueto the inevitability 
of the outcome, players will find the initial and 
mid-War scenarios to be the meat of the game. 

Another wargame slated for release in 1977 
is our reincarnation of U-BOAT. This game will 
have nothing todo with its simple predecessor of 
the early 60's, and will incorporate sub actions 
in all theatres of WWllAespite the misleading 
insinuations of the title. The game will include a 
multitude of ship vs. sub, and sub vs. convoy 
scenarios as well as an interlocking Campaign 

' 
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1 The origins of World War 11 in Europe have 
been explored more thoroughly than perhaps any 

. other war in history. If for no other reason, the 

i sudden total collapse of Fascist Italy and Nazi 
Germany made available to historians documents 
ordinarily not available for study until a hundred 

! years after thefact, ifat all. This extraordinary body 

i of material has still not been adequately explored. 

I Nonetheless, the main European causes, both 
immediate and long i-ange-political, cultural, 
economic and technological-are generally known 
and have been admirably summarized, by the way, 

' in the Designer's Notes of AH'S ORIG/NS game. 
But the contribution of the Pacific to the 

outbreak of war in Europe is less well known. Some 
people would say the Pacific made no contribution 
whatsoever to the outbreak of hostilities in Europe. 
Granted, the Japanese were aggressive and bent 
upon empire, but they could have been contained 
had not the war in Europe tempted them into a bold 
and opportunistic land grab. So goes the argument. 
But a glance at the Objectives Table of Zedek's 
PACIFIC ORIGlNS reveals a very interesting fact: 
Germany has no interests in the Pacific at all. 

This situation came about because of Germany's 
defeat in the Great War of 1914-18. So intense was 
hatred of Germany after four bloody years of trench 
warfare (and some outrageous wartime propagan- 
da), that the subsequent Versailles Treaty (191 9) 
reduced her to little more than a bankrupt puppet 
state. Almost incidental. in the course of this 
wholesale political(economic destruction of Ger- 
many, was seizure of all her overseas colonies and 
interests. This proved to be a grave strategic error 
that was to come back and haunt the Allies with 
conxequences that persist to the present day. 

Strategist Harvey DeWeerd, in a series of 
university lectures, said the stripping of Germany's 
overseas possessions was an error on three counts. 
First, the manner in which it was done: the Allies, he 
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Europe and 
the Pacific 

By Mark Saha 

said, might at least have been honest about it. They 
might have said, "Look, you've lost the war, so we 
are going to take your colonies." The Germans are 
pragmatic if nothing else, and that kind of talk they 
might have understood. But the Britishand French 
were not so blunt. They said, in effect, "You, the 
Germans, have shown yourselves to be a morally 
inferior people, unworthy o i  the great task of 
bringing along colonial peoples in the Christian 
tradition. Therefore, we are going to undertake this 
burden for you." That, of course, is a paraphrase, 
but it reflects the general contempt that existed at 
the time in regarding the Huns as, indeed, morally 
inferior savages. Germany was given a national 
inferiority complex. Which made Hitler all the more 
welcome when he arrived with a new message: "We 
Germans are not a morally inferior people. Quite 
the contrary. We are a race of pure Aryan supermen 
whose destiny it is . . . ." 

Seizing Germany's overseas possessions was an 
error on the second count because it gave the Allies 
no "handle" by which they might have controlled 
Hitler. Suppose the colonies had remained in 
German possession. And Hitler marched into the 
Rhineland. What does Britain do? She seizes a rich 
German colony in retaliation, as a "police action." 
Germany immediately feels the sting. But in fact 
Germany had nothing to seize. All bad been taken in 
1919. I f  Hitler chose to march into Czechoslovakia, 
Austria, Poland . . . it was a matter of go to war or 
do nothing. 

Finally. seizing German colonies left Germany 
the only major Western power without colonial 
intere.,: Germany was therefore indifferent to 
Japanese expansion and aggression. France, Eng- 
land, Netherlands, etc.. had a great deal to loseand 
therefore a great deal to protect in the Pacific. If 
they went to war with Germany over Rhineland, 

Czechoslovakia, or Austria, it would really gain 
them nothing-while an opportunistic Japan took 
advantage of such European entanglement to seize 
their priceless resources in the Pacific. Thus. it can 
be seen, the Allies found themselves in the 1930s in a 
trap of their own making; and this situation 
accounts for Hitler getting away with as much as he 
did before war finally came in 1939. Indeed, Hitler 
did not expect Britain and France to declare war on 
him even then. Why should they sacrifice their 
colonial empires to honor a treaty (the Polish 
guarantee) they could not possibly enforce anyway? 
He was almost right. England almost let it pass; but 
alter three days England declared war and per- 
suaded a reluctant France to do the same. 

JAPAN OVER ASlA 

But the Versailles seizure of German colonial 
interests in 1919 would not have created nearly the 
problem it did, except for the fact that in the 1930s 
all Western possessions came under increasing 
pressure from an expanding Japanese empire. This 
is the other side of the coin. 

It must be remembered that Asia had never 
welcomed Western colonization in the first place. In 
fact, they resisted it; European trade was often 
forbidden by law in Asia, and resisted by force of 
arms. But, although a very high level of civilization 
had always existed in this part of the world. they 
lacked almost entirely the pragmatism of Western 
science and the technological weapons it produced. 
Resistance was useless. Asihwas conquered. and it 
was developed. but it was in many respects an 
occupied country. Railroads, telegraph lines. and 
instruments of economic exploitation were owned 
and operated by Western powers under treaties 
dictated by those powers. This is not a very pretty 
chapter in the history of the West, and because it is 
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still a controversial subject, perhaps the best thing is 
to refer readers to a couple of recent popular 
accounts that take opposing views. It makes for 
interesting reading, and you candecide for yourself. 

Barbara Tuchman's recent (1971) bestseller, 
StilwelI and the American Experience in China, 
1911-45; Part One, Chapter 2 offers a brief but 
somewhat outraged critical account. The more 
recent Torul War, Yol. 2 by Peter Cahocoressi & 
Guy Wint (1973) is much more sympathetic or, 
perhaps, fatalistic about what happened. They say, 
in Part One, Chapter I, that although the Western 
record in Asia is "chequered," nonetheless 'The 
record of the (Western) powers is not so black as it is 
painted, whether by Chinese communists or western 
liberal historians, whoare overwhelmed, quite often 
unreasonably, by guilt. In some ways China's 
suffering was inevitable . . .a  withdrawn state being 
thrust upon the world." And thus, 'The version put 
about by the communists is exaggerated, perverted, 
and untrue." Both books are excellent popular 
accounts and highly recommended. 

Japan was the first major Asian nation to 
actively seek and master a knowledge of Western 
technology. A main reason for this decision on 
Japan's part seems to be that she had little other 
choice. Like England, Japan was an island nation, 
and thus highly dependent upon fishing and trade 
for economic survival. However, Japan entered the 
20th century with problems more desperate, and 
solutions more elusive, than any Britain has ever 
faced. It was not necessary that Japan should go to 
war in an effort to solve these problems- 
throughout history many nations have and some 
have not-but a uniquecornbination of culturaland 
political events made the road to empire an 
increasingly attractive solution. 

Japan Over Asia by William Henry Chamberlin 
is an attempt at an objective Western assessment of 
Japan's problems, published in 1936 and revised- 
with developing events-in 1937 and 1939. It is 
alwaysagood idea to study a contemporary account 
of an historical event because hindsight makes the 
problems of the past appear so silly, and a rational 
solution so obvious; a contemporary amount may 
be less aocurate, but at least it reflects what people 
believed and how they felt at that time. And people 
act upon their kliefs, not what is subsequently 
found to be the truth. In any case, Chamberlin dida 
remarkable job, in my opinion, in examining 
Japan's problems and explaining why the solutions 
of Western advisers did not work. Most of what 
follows is drawn from this book. 

Chamberlin points out that although Japan was 
an island nation like England, any resemblance 
ended there. Japan was an island of volcanic rock; 
with best efforts, only 15.6 percent of her land area 
could be made suitable for farming, compared with 
24.2 in Britain (and 27.8 in Netherlands, 40.2 in 
Belgium, 43.7 in Germany. This is 1936). This 
situation was aggravated by a sudden population 
explosion. Chamberlain quotes from a translated 
Japanese textbook: "The territory of Japan repres- 
ents one half percent of the world's total, while her 
population makes up five percent of the world's 
totai . . . (her) population density is approximately 
ten times greater than the average population 
density of the world." 

Three possible "peaceful" solutions to Japan's 
woes were suggeated by Western advisers. These 
were (a) birth control, (b) emigration, and (c) 
industrialization. Japan's reply was that (a) it was 
too late now for birth control, and in any case the 
Japanese family tradition waa strongly against it, 
and (b) the Western countries themselves had all 
sorts of quotas strongly biased against oriental 
emigrants. The only country which was really open 
to Japanese emigration was Brazil, but this resulted 
in such a migration that even Brazil was forced to 

impose quotas. That emigration should be smugly 
offered by Western advisers as a solution thus 
angered the Japanese more than birth control. 

Finally, there was industrialization. This, 
indeed, was the direction of Japan's major effort at a 
solution. But industry requires raw materials and 
natural resources, and here Japan ran into a truly 
remarkable streak of bad luck. There was gold and 
mineral wealth in abundance in the Philippines, 
rubber in Indochina, oil in Borneo-but the 
volcanic rock of the Japanese islands yielded very 
little. Perhaps the ultimate insult in this regard came 
on the island of Sakhalan, which was divided by 
treaty between Japan and Russia. Japan searched 
diligently all along the southern portion of the 
island but found nothing of value; the Russians, 
after brief exploration, found on the northern half 
one of the largest oil fields then known! 

What was Japan to do without resources? 
Again, there were two economic theories then 
prevalent, offering two different solutions. The first 
theory originated in Italian Fascist intellectual 
circles--a strange place for such a theory-because 
it was analogous to the communist "class struggle." 
Just as there can be a class struggle between richand 
poor, bourgeoisie and proletariat, within a country, 
this argument went, so could there be an interna- 
tional struggle between "have" and "have-not" 
nations for global raw materials and natural 
resources. Chamberlin comments, ironically, that 
even in Germany ". . .National Socialist leaders 
have displayed an increasing tendency to attribute 
their country's economic difficulties largely to the 
lack of colonial sources of essential raw materials." 
Thus, Germany, Italy, and Japan were the major 
"have-not" nations of the world. And, in their 
struggle against the "haven nations, Germany 
sought a solution in a Russian empire, Italy in a 
Mediterranean empire, and Japan in an Asian 
empire. 

Western economists of the 'have" nations 
disagreed with this theory. They claimed that the 
mere ownership of colonial resources "meant 
nothing" because, "the expense of conquering and 
administering colonies is out of all proportion to the 
trade, investment, and migration benefits which 
accrue from colonial imperialism." And, "Since thq 
producers of essential raw materials are only too 
eager to find buyers, . . . there is nothing to prevent 
a nation which is poor in raw materials from buying 
what it needs in thecheapest market and building up 
its industries on imported raw materials." 

(It is interesting to notice that this theory has 
suddenly become relevant once again, with the Arab 
oil embargo of 1973, and the shoe on the other foot! 
United Statesand Europe were suddenly &have not? 
and found it distinctly unpleasant. Western econo- 
mists promptly dusted this theory off and reminded 
us that if the Arabs refuse to sell us their oil, or put 
too high a price on it, they will be stuck with a 
product for which they have no other possible use. 
The Arabs also understand the argument, from the 
standpoint that it is not in their interests to wreck 
the Western economy and thus destroy their best 
market. 

Nonetheless, although everybody seems to agree 
with the theory, few countries like being in the 
position of Japan of the 1930s. Even though this 
time Japan is again with us, in the same boat! Thus, 
while economists and negotiators in the U.S. and 
elsewhere constantly quote this argument, present 
U.S. political policy is to make the nation "energy 
independent" as soon as poasible.) 

And Chamberlin immediately goes on to >how 
why thiseconomicargument, while sound in theory, 
was of little comfort to the Japanese. Quite simply, 
it put Japan at the mercy of the "have" nations. Says 
ChamberIin: "Japan needs rubkr. The natives of 
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Malaya need cheap textiles. But the process of 
normal exchange is upset when the British Govern- 
ment, quite naturally concerned by the plight of the 
Lancashire textile industry, imposes a quota which 
sharply reduces Japanese sales of textiles in 
Malaya." Thus, "With trade restrictionsestablished 
and multiplying all over the world, it is not easy to 
convince the Japanese that physical possession of 
essential raw materials is a matter of indifference" 
and "There is a strong temptation to cast the 
samurai sword into the mercantile scales that seem 
unfairly weighted against Japan." 

This temptation, and popular feeling in Japanat 
the time, is captured better than any dry historical 
account possibly could, by a remarkable series of 
auotations of translated sneeches and articles from 
the island empire. I 

Chamberlin quotes from an article by Japanese 
publicist Rin Kaito: 

For over a century and a half the Asiatics have been 
pressd down by the Whites and subjected to Western 
tyranny. But Japan, after defeating Russia, has 
aroused the sleeping Asiatics to shake off the Western 
tyranny and torture. 

From a pamphlet issued by the Japanese Naval 
Ministry in 1935: 

In view of Japan's geographical position the powers 
should leave the maintenance of peace in the Orient in 
the hands of Japan, which is now powerful enough to 
perform this duty. If other powers fail to recognize the 
mission of Japan they may well be said to disobey the 
will of Heaven. 

Translated excerpt from Japanese and Oriental 
Political Philosophy, by Professor Chikao Fuji- 
sawa: 

The Emperor as Sage-King would think it his sacred 
duty to  love and protect not only the people of this land, 
but also those alien peoples who are suffering from 
misgovernment and privations. It must be recalled that 
the Sage-King is answerable in person for the 
pacification of the entire Under-Heaven, which is the 
ancient name for the whole world: wnsequently his 
moral and political influence ought to make itself 
strongly felt through the length and breadth of the 
earth. Should any unlawfulelementsdare to obstruct in 
one way or another the noble activities of the Sage- 
King, he would be permitted to appeal to force. . . the 
heavenly mission of Japan t o  tranquilize the whole 
world. 

Chamberlin writes that during hisvisits to Japan 
he spoke with many Japanese university professors 
with similar views. One of them concluded such talk 
with "a very amiable smile" and added, "Some 
people say I am an imperialist. But I think I am only 
a sane liberal." 

Having quoted the above statements, 1 hasten to 
remind readers that these are quotations taken out 
of context of a tumultuous period of history; and, if 
you will compare carefully, you will find them no 
more absurd, indeed probably less absurd, than 
Nazi Aryan propaganda of the same period. 
Moreover, like Nazi propaganda, it mostly originat- 
ed from high political or academic positions where it 
was "party line". There is little evidence that the 
Japanese or German peoples believe their respective 
propaganda so much as they went along with it due 
to a sense of national duty. Thus, in the recent book 
Tojo, (Ballantine, 1975) Alvin D. Cox states that if it 
had been put to a vote, as late as 1940, he estimates 
80% of the population of Japan would have votd  
against going to war. Most of Japan's political 
leaders felt the same way, but control of the 
government was seized by the military, and they 
exploited the popular conception of Emperor 
Airohito as Sage-King to present their military 
expansion as a religious crusade. 
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ZEDEK'S PACIFIC ORIGINS 

Dan Zedek's remarkable PACIFIC ORIGINS 
game variant, included in this issue, may not be a 
"perfect" game. However, every gamer who has 

, playtested it so far (and this includes about twenty 
* hardcore garners in California and Maryland) have 
I found it superior to standard ORIGJNS and more 

than a few remarked "this is the only thing that 
could really get me back into playing ORIGINS." 

The game subject is one that defies perfection as 
a simulation. Many players, for example, were 
unhappy that they could not appropriate their PFs 
to Europe or the Pacific as they pleased. Obviously, 
this would have resulted in a very wild game almost 
impossible to balance. Moreover, it would be 
unrealistic to suppose that, say, Britain would pull 
out of the Pacific entirely to stop Hitler, or let Hitler 

1 have Europe to gain ascendance in the Pacific. 
I Thus, European and Pacific PF allocations for a ' country like Britain represent an overall policy 

wmmitrnent to these respective theatres. Moreover, 
many of the PFs in one theatre could not have been 

- transferred to the other even if England had desired 
to do so. For example, abandoning Hong Kong 
would not have increased England's influence in 
Europe-indeed, would likely have decreased it. 
And vice versa. The same holds with theother "two- 
theatre" countries. 

A certain amount of PF transference could have 
taken place-especially in terms of fleets, etc.,-and 
this is abstracted in the present ,game in the 

: interboard relationship rules. Readers who are 
interested may experiment with a Max/Min PF 
allomtion system if they wish; wherein total PFs for 
both theatres are given a player each turn, and he 
has a certain amount of discretion as to which 
theatre to place his PFs within set Max/ Min limits. 
General feeling, however, is that such rules , discriminate against the one-theatre nations of 
Germany, Japan, and China. 

Perhaps the toughest nut to crack was the 
[ problem of the Sino-Japanese War. This was a very 
: unique event, in that it represented "hot" war being 

actively carried out through much of the global 
diplomacy era of the 1930s. Many garners felt that it 

$ should be omitted entirely. Zedek felt it should be 
1 incIuded as a Japanese option, but if Japan opted 

for a "hot" war with China it would obviousIy have 
! to be a very different game design element from the 

standard Diplomatic Attacks that continue among 
non-belligerent powers. And so you have the Sino- 
Japanese War Table. The Japanese player must 
judge carefdly whether, as events unfold, his best 
chance for a win on Objective Points lays in a major 
Diplomatic Assault on Western CoIonies, ora  "hot" 
war with China. 

Meanwhile, Western powers can never make 
their colonies "safe" from Japanese diplomatic 
aggression, since only Japan seeks a colonial 
Control. The Western parent nation seeks NC (no 
control) for his colony and the Allies seek a mild 
(low point) Understanding with each others 
colonies. This was done to reflect their mutual self- 
interest in keeping their colonial possessions from 
Japan. 

PACIFIC ORIGINS capturesverywell, I think, 
the overall strategic essence of theglobaldiplomacy 
that preceded the global war of 193945. Obviously, 
this is not a simulation-indetail. Zedek had a lot of 
problems to solve; he has come up with some 
interesting solutions and a fast, intelligent, and fun 
game that is well worth your time and a place in your 
~ollection. 

PACIFIC ORIGINS 
by Dan Zedek 

1. HOW TO PLAY 
Pacific Origins is a companion game to 

ORIGINS OF WORLD WAR II and is primarily 
designed to be played simultaneously with that 
game. The new mapsheet is of East Asia in tho 
1930s; it should be placed on a separate table, if 
possible, but arranged so players have easy access to 
both garneboards. China and Japan are also 
intrcduced as active participants, so this variant 
may include up to seven players. (However, five 
people may still play. GermanylJapan and France 
/China can be single players as there is no conflict of 
interests between these respective countries. See 
below). Hereafter, we shall refer to these simultane- 
ous games as PO (Pacific Origins) and EO 
(European Origins). 

All rules for standard ORIGINS are used except 
as modified or expanded here. However, the rules 
changes are minimal, as you will see. Thus, 
playtesters have found this game easy to learn, very 
fast moving and, perhaps most important of au-it's 
now interesting even to France and the U.S.A. 

11. STANDARD RULES: 
MODIFICATIONS & EXPANSIONS 
( I )  Separate National Objectives (Chart I) and 

PF Allocations (Chart 11) are provided for the 
Pacific theatre. These are used in the same way as 
standard EO charts. 

(2) PF allocations received in the Pacific must 
be placed on the PO mapsheet. P F  allocations 
received in Europe must be placed on the EO 
gameboard. PFs of any country may NEVER be 
transferred from one gameboard to the other. 

(3) As in standard rules, PFs received in the 
Pacific must be placed on the mapsheet immediab 
ly, either in one's home country or as the player 
desires. Notice that special holding areas in the 
Pacific have been provided for Britain, France, and 
the U.S.A. These are "home" areas for these 
countries in the Pacific. 

(4) British, French, Russian, and United States 
PFs in home areas on the PO board are completely 
separate from similar PFs on the EO home areas. 
No exchanges are allowed between a nation's two 
home areas, nor may units in these two home areas 
be combined for an attack. 

(5) For purposes of this simultaneous game, 
standard European Origins is considered to beginin 
1934 and end in 1939 (instead of 1935 to 194.0). This 
is no way changes the play of that game. It remains 
six turns long, and all Objectives, PF allocations, 
and victory conditions remain the same. 

Pacific Origim begins in 1932 and ends with 
completion of the 1940 turn. It is nine turns in 
length. The German player has noactive part for the 
first two game turns, but may if invited sit in on 
negotiations to pave the way for any future benefits 
as the situation in the Pacific unfolds. 

A complete Player Turn Order is now asfollows: 
U.S., France, Britain, Russia, Germany, China, 
Japan. 

111. SPECIAL INTERBOARD 
RELATIONSHIPS 
Although PFs may not be transferred from one 

board to another, certain interboard relationships 
do exist and may be used to advantage by countries 
with PFs on both boards. 

(1)  Remember that Britian, France, Russia, and 
the United States have two Objectives Tables-one 
for Europe and one for the Pacific. Objectivepoints 

in Europe count oniy toward victory on the 
European board. Objective points in the Pacific 
count only toward victory on the Pacific board. 
Thus, each of the above countries will have two 
separate Objective Point totals at game's end, and, 
for example, Britain could win on one board and 
lose on the other. 

(2) The Pacific Objectives Table sometimes 
gives an " P a s  an objective for one of the above four 
countries in the Pacific. This merely denotes that 
although there are no Pacific interests, there are 
European ones and these may be relevant. For 
example, Russia's Pacific interests with Britain are 
denoted by "E"; thus, although Russia cannot gain 
an Understanding with Britain in the Pacific, the 
"Em refers him to the European board, where an 
Understanding is possible. 

(3) UNDERSTANDINGS on one board are 
binding on the other. If Russia should get an 
Understanding with Britain on the European board, 
this Understanding is binding to Britain on both 
boards. 

Understandings with colonies have no signifi- 
cance whatever apart from their Objective Point 
value. For example, a Russian Understanding with 
French Indochina gives Russia 2 Objective Points 
but does not constitute an Understanding with 
France. Only Japan seeks to Control colonies; 
parent nations seek NC (No Control) in resisting 
Japanese desires, and colonial Understandings 
merely reflect the mutual self-interest among 
Westerh powers that their colonies should be free of 
Japanese Control. 

Players may still ALWAYS attack foreign PFs 
in their home countries or home "holding" areas. 

(4) COMBAT: As previously stated, playen 
may never combine PFs on the two boards for an 
attack. However, there is a special case in which a 
player may use PFs in his home areaon one board to 
attack foreign PFs in his home area on the other 
board: 

(a) When an opponent places PFs in your home 
area, you may attack those PFs only with your own 
PFs in that home area on that board. 

(b) However, if you do not have enough PFs in 
the home area to make a legal attack (and you may 
deliberately bring this situation about during 
placement of PFs if you wish), then-and only 
then-you may elect to attack with PFs in your 
home area on the other board. This assumes you d:: 
have enough PFs in your other home area for alegal 
attack. Remember, PFs in the two home areas may 
nor beadded together; losses are takenfrom the area 
from which the attack is made. 

Example: Britain has 9 PFs in England/ Europe 
and 3 PFs in Britain's Pacific "home area". Japan 
has 3 PFs in Britain's Pacific "home area". If 
Britiain should wish to attack, she must attack with 
Pacific PFs a t  1-1 odds, since this is a legal attack. 
However, if Britain had only 2PFs in the Pacific 
"home" area (no legal attack), she could elect to 
attack with the 9 PFsin Europeat 3-1 odds. Inevent 
of an exchange, British losses would have to be 
taken from the attacking (European) area; the two 
British PFs in the Pacific would be unaffected by 
any adverse results since they were not involved. 

Notice that the above still does not entail any 
actual transference of PF units from one board to 
another. 

(c) This rule would also make it legal, for 
example, for British PFs in the Pacific "home"area 
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lttack German PFs in England, ifBritain did noi 
#e enough PFs in England] Europe "home" for a 
a1 attack. Likewise, France, U.S., and Russia 
.y all use this tactic for breaking undesired 
ropean Understandings. 
This also allows for a minimal amount ol 

rman/ Japanese cooperation: Japan may attack 
,tish PFs in BritishlPacific "home" area tc 
:vent these units from attacking a German 
iderstanding in EnglandlEurope. Or, if it does 
t have a lemI attack on Britain's Pacific "home". 
ack British PFs in England to weaken Britain in 
rope. This is greatly to Japan's interest, as she 
nts to see a war break out in Europe (i.e., a 
rman win with 15 points) since this greatly 
,reases Japan's own possibilities, as we shall see. 
Germany, on the other hand, will seldom opt to 

ack PFs in Pacific holding areas even if the 
portunity arises. Adverse results weaken Ger- 
my in Europe, and it is no benefit to the German 
eliminate (say) British PFs in the Pacific. 

. SINO-JAPANESE WAR 
(I )  Starting with the 1937 turn, Japan may elecl 

do away with diplomacy and declare outright wm 
China. I t  is not necessary for Japan to contro 

anchuria or to attacklremove any Chinest 
kderstanding with Japan. 
(a) At the beginning of his turn, prior tc 

rcement of his PFallocations, the Japanese playei 
iply announces his declaration of war. This ma) 
done on any turn from 1937 to 1940 (although tht 
ly point of doing so in 1940 would be to convert t 
ared Controlof Manchuria to ExciusiveJapanest 
mntrol). 
(b) All Chinese PFs in Japan are removet 

cluding any Undentandings)and no Chinese PF: 
~y be placed in Japan for the remainder of thr 
me. All Japanese PFs in China are removed 
:luding any Understanding. 
(c) If China and Japan have SHARED Contro 
Manchuria, this automatically converts tr 

clusive Japanese Control. The Chinese Contro 
~ rke r  is simply removed. 
(d) The Japanese player may now place his PI 

ocations as per usual. He may, and probably will 
ice them in China. 
(e) The usual Diplomatic Attack Phase is nov 

ecuted, starting with the Unlted States (botl 
sards) on through to Japan. 

(4) After all diplomatic attacks are completed 
'Turn" now has a "Sino-Japanese War Phase.' 
mply, it is this: at the end o f  any turn that Japai 
s more PFs in China than the Chinese do, th~ 
panese may roll the Sino-Japanese War Table 
hen allowed to roll on the table, he may roll fo 
ery city on the table. 

The first time the Japanese player rolls on thi 
ble, he must roll the WAR I column; the secont 
ne he uses it, the WAR 11 column, etc. Thus, if h~ 
clares war in 1937, and is superlor to China in PF 

every subsequent turn, he will get to use tht 
4 R  IV table in 1940. 
(g) Each city needs to be captured only once. 11 

2omes a permanent Japanese possession for tht 
nainder of the game. 
(h) If Japan captures every Chinese city, he ha: 

nquered China. All Chinese PFs are xernovec 
mrn the board and China scores "zero" for thr 
me. 
But this is not likely. It is possible only on the !as 

me turn; and then only if Japan is rolling on th~ 
AR IV Chart, and rolls a "I" against Chungking 

( i )  Thus, throughout the Sino-Japanese War 
ina or any other Player in the Pacific ma) 
ntinue to place as many PFs as they please ir 
lina. Russia may even secure her Understandint 
3) with China. These foreign PFs may even bt 



in separate foreign attacks, if sufficient for 
attack, on Japanese PFs in China. This would 

ere, he is not allowed to roll on the WAR Table. 

WAR Table. A record must be kept of the total 
s lost; or, more simply, at t h e  of China's PF 

Notice that since there is no PF allocation after 
e I940 (end of game) turn, no PFs are lost from 
is non-allocation phase. Accordingly, no PP loss 
given for Chungking. 
(2) JAPANESE CONTROL OF CHINA: The 

nderstandingis no longer possible. Japan is said to 
MTROL China if four or more cities are 

ptured: at such a time, Russia would automatical- 

o prevent total fall of thecountry. Even if C h i  

allies lose their NC points. China is Japanese 

ke this a major effort; and win Objective Points 
by early capture of cities rather than diplomatic 
confrontations with the Western powers. 

. WAR IN EUROPE 
The European game ends in 1939 and the winner 
determined in Europe by standard victory 

k "soaked-off" in the Pacific and the following 

I (1) Only the United States, Chi, and Japan 
receive their 1940 PF allocations in the Pacific. 
Britain, France, and Russia receive no new PFsand 
must play the final Pacific turn with whatever PFs 

(2) PFs in European "home" areas may not 
attack foreign PFs in their Pacific "home areas" 
even if otherwise legal according to rule II1,4above. 
Nor are Understandings in Europe binding in the 
Pacific. The European board is dead for all play 
purposes in the Pacific. 

(3) If there is no war in Europe, the above 
conditions do not occur. While the European game 
is still over, any Understandings there are still 
binding and rule 111-2 interboard attacks may still 
be made when IegaI. 

VI. HOW TO WIN 
(1) There is a separate winner for Europe and 

Asia. 
(2) As in European Origins, the player with the 

most Objective Points in the Pacific wins. 
(3) To compare how the European and Pacfic 

winners did, multiply the Asian's total by 5 and the 
European's by four. The higher acore is theTOTAL 
game winner: there is still only ONE winner! 

VII. WAR IN ASIA 
As in European origins, whether or not war 

breaks out in Ask has no effect on play or victory. 
However, if at the end of the game (a) Japan wins 
and (b) Japan is at war with China, war in the 
Pacific may be considered to have broken out. 
However, if at the end of the game Japan has 
completely conquered China or has not declared 
war on China, there is no war. Only if Japan wins 
the game while still bogged down in a Sino-Japanese 
war does the Pacific theatre of war result. 

VIII. FIVE PLAYER VERSION 
The rules as given above are for seven players. 

However, five may also play this variant; and, 
indeed, may find the game more interesting. 

(1) For five players, GermanylJapan should be 
a single player, and FrancelChina should be a single 
player. 

(2) The only conflict of interest entailed here is 
with FranchlChinese Objectives in Mongolia. 
Therefore, in this version allow France (only) an 
Understanding with Mongolia even if China hap 
exclusive ControI. Japanese Control ox Shared 
Control would not permit the French understand- 
ing. 

(3) IMPORTANT: Using this variant, only 
nations with PFs on both boards (i-e., Russia, 
France, England, United States) may use rule 1114 
interboard combat. This will prevent France from 
"sacrificing" China or Germany "sacrificing" Japan 
to promote a strong win on one board. 

IX. SETTING UP THIS VARIANT 
We've tried tomake this garneas easy to set up as 

it is to play. Suggestions: 
( I )  Obviously, you need a copy of ORIGINS 

O F  WORLD WAR II: but it would help if you have 
two copies, since you will need extra European PF 
counters. If you don't have two people with copies, 
simply order extra countersheets from the AH parts 
department. 

(2) Chinese and Japanese PF counters are 
provided here, but you should mount them before 
play. 

CLARIFICATIONS 

(1) The rnapsheet shows a special "Holding 
Area" for Hong Kong. This is merely a play-aid 
convenienae. Units placed in the Hong Kong box 
are considered to be in the city; thus, all PFs placed 
in Hong Kong are simply placed in the holding box. 

(2) Manchuria and Mongolia are not consid- 
ered part of any country. They are exactly like 
Alsace-Lorraine and the Rhi i land in European 
ORIGINS. 

Q 
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CAMPAIGN FREDERICKSBURG- I 
A CHANCELLORSVILLE VARIANT I 

I. THE CAMPAIGN CAME: There are two time 
record charts used in Campaign Fredericksburg. 
One, measured in days, keeps track of the periods of 
inactivity between battles; the other, measured in 
turns, is used during a battle. 

A. The day chart is called the game calendar; 
each gameday is called a caIendur (late. The game 
calendar consists of a list of the actual calendar 
dates, in sequence, from November 18, 1862 (when 
the game starts) until January 31, 1863 (when the 
game ends). The players have t o  make this chart 
themselves. 

I. Game Procedure: The Confederate Player 
keeps track of the game calendar. Starting with 
November 18, 1862, he calls out each date in turn. 

a .  After the date has been announced both 
players check their "Order o f  Appearance" tables. 
All units listed under "Present to be deployed" for 
that date are placed in the proper player's base pile. 
Units listed for a previous date but which have not 
yet appeared in the game also appear. Units that 
have already been on the board do  not return. 

b. Each player in turn moves any of his units he 
desires from each edge pile to any complete hex 
along that edge. These units may not be placed 
within an enemy combat unit's zoneof control; they 
may push aside enemy Headquarters units in the 
way. 

c .  If the Replacement Pool has arrived on the 
Order of Appearance chart, the Union player may 
use it to rebuildeliminated infantrydivisions. When 
he expends a number of replacement points equal t o  
the infantry strength of a division, he may move that 
division from the eliminated pile to the wrecked pile. 
The Replacement Pool has 15 points that may be 
used once a game; they do  not all have t o  be used the 
same turn. 

d. The Union player may move all the units of 
one corps (or the Artillery Reserve) from the 
wrecked pile to the Federal base pile. The corps may 
not be a "ruined" corps. The Confederates may 
move all the units of any one division from the 
wrecked pile to the south edge pile. In addition, the 

by Richard Hamblen 

Confederates may move any Corps or Army HQ 
units from the wrecked pile t o  the base pile. The 
Federals may move any Grand Division or Army 
HQ's to their base pile. 

e. Strategic Movement. Each player may move 
all 01-the units that are on the board. Each unit may 
move an unlimited distanceexcept: each unit that is 
moved must end the movement on a non-river hex 
on its own side of the river (the triangle in the 
northwest between the rivers is nobody's side of the 
river-no stopping there); a unit may not enter and 
may not pass through a roadless wood hex nor a hex 
in an enemy zone of control; river hexes may be 
crossed only a t  pontoons and fords; and each unit 
must move individually and only once per date. Any 
infantry division that doesn't move may emplace a 
fort counter on its hex, if it is out of enemy ZOC. 
Similarly, any infantry division that does not move 
may remove a fort it is sitting on. The Forts must be 
placed in accordance with the rules of 
CHANCELLORSVILLE-no rivers nor town 
hexes, a maximum of 15 forts south of the 
Rappahannock and five Corts north o i  the 
Rappahannock. etc. Removed forts may be em- 
placed again. 
If a unit cannot abide by the above rules, it cannot 
move. The Union player moves first. 

f . Each player now announces in turn whether 
he wants to start a battle on this date. The Union 
player announces first. If neither player does, the 
Confederate player crosses off the date and goes on 
to the nexr one (step a). 

(i) The Union player has the privilege of 
announcing the first battle in the campaign. The 
Confederate may not announce a battle until alter 
the end of the first battle. 

(ii) Nobattles may be announced after January 
27. 1863, because they could not be finished. Battles 
in progress may end. 

B. The turn record chart is called the hur~lt.  
chart and is simply the CHANCELLORSVILLE 
Timc Rccord Chart umirh one more duy (i.e., 
column) o f l u m s  added on. The players can use the 

chart provided in CHANCELLORSVILLE, add- 
ing a column of turns along the right edge. 

1 .  Battle Procedure: a battle is played just likea 
game of CHANCELLORSVILLE except for the 
modifications listed In these rules. 

a .  The battle will last four days (each column of 
turns on the Time Record Chart is a "day"). 4 s  each 
column o i  turns is completed, the Confederate 
player checks off another date on the game calendar 
and announces the next date. 

b. The player who announces the battle is the 
initiator. He immediately gets to make a Strategic 
Movement (see rule l.A.e above). He also gels the 
firsr pluser segmenr earh rurn ofrhis hairle. Thereis 
no special inirial movement turn. 

c. As the turns pass, both players should watch 
their Order of Appearance tables. By date, the 
"Arriving' column lists the units, hex location and 
turn when new units enter thegame. These unitsare 
placed on the named hex-pushing aside any 
counters in that hex, if necessary-and may move 
immediately. 

d. Any unit may exit the board along any edge, 
either during movement o r  as  the result of a retreat. 
Headquarters units go into the edge pile for that 
edge. Combat units go into the edge pile only if their 
immediate Headquarters unit is already in that edge 
pile. 

e .  When the fourth column of turns on the 
battle chart has been completed, the battle is orer. 

2. Ending the battle: after the last turn each 
player goes through the following steps. The Union 
player does each step first. I 

a .  Isolation: Each unit on the hoard must be 
able to trace an unbroken path of hexes free of 
enemy ZOC to any edge of the board. Units which 
cannot are immediately eliminated. 

b. Supply lines: Each unlt must be able to trace 
a path five hexes long to a supply road.Thefive hex. 
path may cross a river only at a Cord. an emplawd 
pontoon, o r  a n  emplaced boat. Any unit which 
cannot is immediately placed in the wrecked pile. I 
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c . Ruined corps: Any Union corps with more 
than one half of its infantry units eliminatd is 
ruined. Place all the uneliminated units of that 
corps--including artillery and headquarters units- 
in the wrecked pile. 

d. Off-board units: units in friendly edge piles 
are all right. Units in unfriendly edge piles muat 
either: I) outnumber the enemy combat factors in 
that edge pile by at least 2-1; 2) have a supply road 
leading to that edge; or 3) be Confederate cavalry 
units. Units that fail all three tests are placed in the 
wrecked pile. 

e. The senior officer shift: all eliminated 
Confederate corps and army headquarters are 
returned to the board, all eliminated Federal Grand 
Division and army headquarters are returned to the 
board. Every Federal corps H Q  counter must be 
placed on an infantry unit of that corps-the 
Federal player may choose which infantry unit. The 
Confederate player must place every division HQin 
play on some combat unit of that division. This 
must be done wen if the HQs or the infantry units 
are in the eliminated pile. 

f .  All disrupted counten are un-disrupted. 
g. Victory conditions are calculated (see section 

11). 

3. Aftermath of battle: the erne goes back to 
the routine outlined in section 1. I except: 

a .  Thedateafter the battleisjust crossed off. No 
action of any type takes place on that date. 

b. The second date after the battle no new battle 
may be announced. 

c. The third date after the battle only the 
Confederate player may announce a battle. 

d. Then back to normal. 

11. VICTORY CONDITIONS: These are calculat- 
ed a t  the end of every battle and then again at the 
end of the game. 

A. Victory Points: total the following: 
I. The Union player gets one victory point for 

each Union corps H Q  counter on the board, in a n  
edge pile, or not yet arrived in the game. 

2. The Confederate player gets one victory 
point for every division HQ counter or full-strength 
division on the board, in an edge pile, or not ye1 
arrived in the game. 

3. ,If either player has a unit in the enemy's base 
pile, he gets one victory point for that. 

4. The Union player gets one victory point if he 
has a supply road leading off the south edge of the 
road. 

5. The Union player gets a bonus of one point 
per HQ counter in the Confederacy's base pile if 
Federal combat factors in that pile outnumber 
Confederate combat [actors in that pile by more 
than 2-1. 

6. Add any carryforward victory points from 
previous battles. 

B. The meaning of all this: compare each  side'^ 
total victory points and consult the list below fur 
results. 

1. Difference of one point: Minor victory. 
Critical newspaper editorials for the loser, hopeful 
ones for the victor. 

2. Difference of two points: Victory. Doubts are 
raised about the loser, Hosannas about the victor, 
who carries I point forward to the next victory 
calculation. 

3. Difference of three points: Major victory. 
North and South alike a r e  stunned-. 
momentarily-by the outcome. The victor carries 
forward two victory points. 
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4. Difference of four victory points: Decisive 2. Hex GG36 was blocked by a drainage ditch- 
Victory. The campaign goes into the history booka, during the battle of Fredericksburg. Any unit that 
the victor gets voted the Thanks of Congreqs enters that hex stops and becomes disrupted before 
(whichever Congress seems appropriate), and the . any combat takes place. 
loser is removed from command. i%c campaign C. Command Foibles: to represent the individ- 
era& here! ual idiosyncrasies and abilities of the various 

111. RULES MODIFICATIONS: These are commanden: 
not really part of the campaign game, they're just 1. Bumside didn't think the fords were usable good rules for the sake of historical authenticity. until after the first failed+ Union infantry and A. Stacking Limits artillen and Dontoon units mav not cross at fords 

1. Units that use the road bonus may stack with until thi  fin1 battle has completed, 
other units that use the road bonus to a limit that is 
one half the standard stacking limit (i.e., one 2. The Federal command structure was unwield- 

Federal unit or 11 Confederate combat factors per y' On any One turn during a the 
player may move the units of only two Grand hex). They may stack up to the normal limit with Divisions-the other G..nd Divisions may not units that do not use the road bonus. move. If the Army HQ unit moves, then only one 

2. The stacking limit is also halved in roadless Grand Division's units mav move. In anv case. the 
woods hexes. Artillery Reserve units may always move. ' 

3. Union cavalry units may not swim. They can 3. Longstreet was the mostdevastalingattacker 
cross river hexes only at fords and e m ~ l a ~ d  of the war. The Longstreet counter may join in an 
pontoons. attack like any infantry unit-the attack he joins 

B. Terrain Considerations goes up one column on the combat results table. 

1 .  The Rappahannock was really not that wide; 4. Jackson's long suit was his elusiveness. Treat 
artillery firing across it from Stafford Heights the Jackson counter as a special subtitute 
(which should be right on the bank ofthe river) had counter-Confederate units stacked with himat the 
considerable range. So: artillery units firing from end of movement may be removed from the board 
one side of a river to a target on the other side have a and kept in a separate stack, face down. These units 
range of three hexes. may return to the board at the beginning of any 

ORDER OF APPEARANCE OF 
THE ARMY OF NORTHERL- VIRGINIA 

. . add Mckws,  Ransom and Cabell* 
Hood, Pickett, and 
Anderson at A-10 (12 PM) 
add Arty Reserve and 
I Corps Arty Reserve 
at A-10 (3PM) 

dd tIlc rest of 1 Corps Lee HQ, Stuarl HQ, F. Lee Pelham 
,l ,I  1 L . 

IQ, S t u a ~  

ving: 
7 .or p! 

Co=*>l-W-12 (6 AM) 
III CorpsY** at M-7 (3 PM) 
V Corps* at W-12 (3 PM) 
Artv Res at W-12 (6 PM) 
A 11 16 7 d L  

ov. 20 add I Corps*' 
add Center Grand Division8** 
add Artillery Reserve 

- , ,  

*includes C h n d  nivision HQ and artiller 
*includes Grand Division cavalry 
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> A  

3. Delayed effects of rain. On thedateafter rain: 

a. All fords cease to be fords for that turn 
b. Off-road movement is penalized 
(i) infantry and cavalry units may move half 

their MF 
(ii) pontoons and artillery cannot move a t  all off 

the road. 

IV. WEATHER: Since the actual weather 
greatly affected the campaign in a number of ways, 
this rule is included as an optional way of 
introducing those effects (and the uncertainty that 
comes with them) into the game. The rule is optional 
first because it has m be a little complicated in order 
to be authentic, and second because so many people 
seem to hate weather rules. 

A. When the Confederate player calls out each 
turn, he rolls a die and consults the chart below to 
see what the weather is for that day. 

1. Roll Weather 
1 Rain 
2 Monthly special 
3 Monthly special 
4,5,6 Clear 

2. The "Monthly special" is clear in November, 
Fog in December, and Rain in January. 

B .  Weather Effects 

1. No battle: if no battle is in progress, only 
"Rain" is significant. If "Rain" is rolled, no Strategic 
movement i s  allowed and all unoccupied fortifica- 
tions are removed from the board. 

2. Battle: if a battle is in progress, or begins on 
this turn: 

a. "Clear1'-no effect 
b. "Fog3'-artillery range is cut to one hex in 

ALL situations. 
c. "Rainv'-all roads cease to be roads for this 

turn excepl: 

(i) The "Plank Road" 
(ii) The "Turnpike" or "Old Turnpike" 
(2;) The road from Aldrich to Chancellorsville 
(iv) The road from Falmouth to WW37 

THEGENERAL 
subsequent Confederate movement phase, before 
any units on the board have moved. While they are 
with Jackson, the Jackson counter may move 
normally, but aH stackingand movement rules must 
be obeyed just as if the whole stack were physically 
on the board with Jackson. If the Jackson counter 
ever attacks or is attacked (or, using the inverted 
counter rule, if it is ever turned face up), all the units 
with him must immediately be placed on the board 
with him. 

(NOTE: If the Jackson or Longstreet counter is 
eliminated, the counter comes back-but after that 
the counter no longer has the special feature 
described above). 

5. Chain of Command: in order to clarify the 
command chain in the two armies, 1 will list the 
various units and what H Q  can un-disrupt them: 

Confederate brigades: Proper Division HQ or any corps, arm) 

Confcdcratc artilltly: Proper Division HQ or any corps. arm) 

Confederate reserve arullery: Any HQ 

Confederate D i G s i o ~  or Division HQ: Any corps, army HQ 

Union infantry divisions: Proper corps or Grand Division, 01 
A m y  HQ 
Union cavalry: Proper Grand Division or Army HQ 

Union artillery: HQ named on unit, orthe Artillery Rervrvt HQ. 
or A m y  HQ 
Union corps. Grand Dinsion HQs: Any higher echelon HQ 
Union Anillery R w r v e  HQ: Army HQ only 

Note that the Confederate cavalry units still un- 
disrupt by themselves, but the Union cavalry does 
nor. 
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c. Note that the above restrictions apply for 

both Strategic Movement and movement during a 
battle. 

d. Note also if it rains the day after a previous 
rainfall the combination of effects makes movement 
very difficult. 

Definition of terms: 

Ruined Corps: A Union Corps with more than 
half of its infantry units (not factors) in the 
eliminated pile. 

Wrecked Pile: A pile of units that have not been 
eliminated but which are not actively in the game. 
"Ruined" units go into the wrecked pile. 

Friendly Edge: For the Federals, the north and 
east edges of the board; for the Confederates, the 
south and west edges. 

Supply Road: A road that runs free of enemy 
ZOC to a friendly edge. A aupply road may cross a 
road drily at a pontoon. 

Edge Piles: The piles of units that moveoff each 
edge of the board. There are four edge piles, one for 
each edge. 

Base Piles: For the Federals, the north edge pile, 
for the Confederates, the south edge pile. 

rn 
Q 

A. H. Philosophy. . . . Continued from Page 2 

Game. Playtest reactionstorhis game have been 
extremely favorable and it stands outas perhaps 
the most entertaining multi-player, non- 
Diplomacy type wargame we've ever done. 

Wargames aren't the only thing of interest 
we're working on however. Indeed, the current 
rage among our staff and the local playtest group 
is a form of sophisticated railroad MONOPOLY 
called BOXCARS. A great little multi-player 
blend of luck, skill, and Diplomacy it will please 
anyone not totally sworn to cardboard tanks and 
vicarious cavalry charges. 

Another little gem which will make its retail 
appearance this spring is THE COLLECTOR-a 
renamed and redesigned version of 3M's old 
HIGH BID game. A great social game for 3 to 5 
players faintly resembling Rummy, this item has 
the added advantage of a short playing time(30- 
45 minutes) making it a delightful pastime for 
family play or a fun evening with two couples. 

We havestill other brands in the fire but they 
may not see the light of your gameroom in '77. 
We trust that somewhere within ourcropforthe 
coming year is something you'll enjoy. To us 
each game seems to surpass its predecessor in' 
quality and we are extremely pleased with the 
coming yield. We hope you'll be too. 

0 
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TURN I- 

Set up as many auxiliaries in the forts across the 
Rhine as possible. The aim is not attrition. You'll 
need these units for screening purposes later on and 
to reinf$rce the legions while moving through 
wooded areas. They can be used as bait upon 
~ c a s i o n  if their sacrifice will lure a sizable German 
force into the open within reach of a Legion. 
Otherwise, auxiliaries should be risked only in even 
or better odds battles against Lt. Infantry. The 
German Lt. lnfantry is especially valuable for the 
ambush affect it lends killer stacks in woods hexes, 
as well as for its extreme maneuverability. It should 
be attacked in the open whenever an opportunity 
presents itself. The Batavians are equally valuable to 
the Roman player and his first move should be to 
withdraw them to a Roman fort. Their ability to 
infiltrate unguarded wooded flanks makes them 
extremely valuable to have around during the end 
game despite the fact that they can not stack with 
Roman units. 

The V and XXI kgions  should split into half- 
legions with Drusus accompanying the fast cohorts 
to M21 with maximum auxiliary support. This 
should put both the Usipatii and Frisiu to flight. The 
half-legions with full cavalry support skirt the 
Marsii village to the west while auxiliaries dispatch 
the luckless Marsii chieftain who has undoubtedly 
k e n  deserted by his troops which will proceed to 
flee through the woods of Lesser Chaucii. The I and 
XX Legions follow close behind. 

The Rhiie river fleet will be used to ferry 
auxiliaries into the Iand of the Batavii and XVI & 
XIV Legions with auxiliary support into the 
southern half of the Tenceterii. This should put the 
Tenoeterii roughly in the center of 4Romanlegions. 
If they react correctly they can escape but if they 
dawdle they can and should be hit before they can 
combine with others to form a killer stack. The I l  
and XI11 Legions bring up the rear as they travel 
north on the Rhine road net. They will eventually 
become the knot in the noose we are just now 
beginning to fashion. 

TURN 2- 

Like all such analyses our plan will become 
increasingly vague as the game goes on, dependent 
as it is on reaction to an opponent's variable 
response. If the Germans have not selected theit 
initial disposition wisely, pursuit may yield early 
favorable battles against the Usipatii and Tencterii. 
Failing that, the V and XXI Legions should 
recombine and proceed at a more leisurely pace into 
the northern half of Lesser Chaucii while Dmus 
joins the 1 and XX Legion at the border of thechatii 
and the XIV & XVI Legions separate and flush the 
woods of the Tencterii. 

TURN 3- 

By this time Arminius may well have succmded 
in raising Lesser & Greater Chaucii. No matter. 
You'll do  him a favor now and raise the Chatii by 
advancing into that land with Drusus, two legions, 
and six auxiliaries being careful to skirt TI6 so as 
not to free the Lesser Chaucii EagIe. The Chatii will 
doubtless disdain combat in the open northland and 
mobilize in protective stance around their temple. 
The XXI and V Legions draw a bead on the 
northernmost Lesser Chaucii village while the 
Rhine river fleet puts to sea. 

TURN 4- 

peninsula of Lesser Chaucii while the other seals off 
the gap between the two forests in the center of the 
land, being careful to maintain a four hex distance 
from the temple at all times. Drususand twolegions 
cross the river into the extreme south of Lesser 
Chaucii followed at a distance by XIV and XVI 
Legions. A pincers movement is starting to become 
apparent, anchored at the Marsii village by thejust 
arrived I1 Jxgion. If the German is to offer more 
than passive resistance he must act now and put 
heavy battle groups into the triangle formed by the 
wocds hexes at U13. A chief, three heavy infantry, 
and a light infantry mob in a woods hex have an 
almost even chance against a Legion if Drususis not 
present. In any case this is the German's bestchance 
to cause significant Roman casualties and his only 
chance to seriously impede the pincers movement. 

TURN S-7- 

By now the Rhine river fleet should be in 
position to ferry the XXI Legion across the major 
river and into Greater Chaucii while maintaininga4 
hex range from the Greater Chaucii temple. On turn 
7 it will again take ship to cross into the land of the 
Suebii. Now themarines will disembark and join the 
auxiliaries which have accompanied the XXIst. AII 
units are still more than 4 hexes away from the 
German temples. Drusus continues hisadvanceinto 
Greater Chaucii with two legions and the XI11 
Legion arrives to form the bottom of the cup. 
Arminius has by now roused all the support he's 
likely to get but finds himself and most of his forces 
outside the rapidly forming cordon of Roman 
might. 

TURN 8- 

The trap springs shut. Roman legions should 
now occupy 8 roughly equidistant points along the 
lines of J5,06,Q9,T1 l,U15,SiS,M19 and K16. 
Spread out behind them so as to avoid combat but 
create an infiltration proof screen will be the 
auxiliaries-thusly deployed only whenan escaping 
chief and captured eagle might Be heading their way. 
Combat is offered now only in the open under 
Roman terms. 

TURN 9- 

The ring tightens as the three easternmost 
legions advance on the Greater Chaucii temple- 
forcing the German standard bearer to flee west- 
deeperinto the contracting circle-The rest of the ring 
is careful not to violate the reaction zone of the 
Lesser Chaucii temple. 

TURN 10 & the End Game- 

The ring tightens further with all eight legions 
forming a tight circle around the Lesser Chaucii 
temples and its two Eagles. On turn 11 the 
bloodletting will begin in earnest as the Legions cut 
their way through to the Eagles with no regard for 
casualties. Care must be taken to maintain a screen 
of auxiliaries and cohorts to prevent a breakout by 
the Eagles and this will be~ome increasingly difficult 
as Arminius and his recruitsenter the fray. H m ,  
experience has shown that the Roman can gain the 
upper hand frequently-especially if Arminius gets 
a little too bold and offers combat in the open 
against two Legions. The result is never guaranteed 
but is always close and usually fun. What more 
could you expect from an imbalanced game7 

This is a crucial turn for the German player if he 
is to seriously impede the Roman plan. One of the 
northernmost legions continues on to the eastern 
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AFRIKA KORP 
Axis Commander: R. J. Beyma 

Allied Commander: D. S .  Burdick 
Neutral Commentator: Thomas Hazlett 

This is the 3rd Series R~pluypublished to dale offensive operations are planned at this time except 
on AFRIKA KORPS. None has been free ofplayer that I may try to slip a 1-14 behind German lines to 
error and perhaps that i~ as ir should be. What is harass his sipply I&. 
genealship if not tuk& advuntage oJ an oppo- German supply is the key to this game. This early 
nent's mirtakes? Thisgame was interestingprirnari- stage is especially critical. If my navy can sink two of 
ly because the loser thought he was robbed of the first three Axis supply ships Rommel will be in 
victory by the Luck o f  rhe die. Closer examination serious trouble. 
revtois that while certainly unfortunate in some 
areas. he did have good fortune in avoiding 
casualries in his ear@ arracks. The question of 
whether h13 opponent was "lucky" or that he was 
negligent in not taking extra precautions uguimnst the 
desperate options of an opponent pressed by the 
relentless tide of war is one which we thought you 
would enjoy answering yourself: 

Note tkat this game was played by moil in 1975 
and as such uses the old CRT and supply tables- 
thus explaining the dqferent percentages of events 
referred to by theplayers. The commentator, Tom 
Hazletr, is an acknowledged enpen in AFRIKA 
KOBPS, having won a competition similar to the 
A H  CLASSIC 500 ar atre 1975 convention in 
Cincinnati. His commentary appears in italics 
below. 
Opening Allied Comrnenk 

The primary Allied objective for the first stage 
(April-June, 1941) of the upcoming campaign is to 
establish and maintain a defensive perimeter in the 
escarpment around Tobruch. This is an admittedly 
ambitious objective; the Germans may very well 
succeed in investing Tobruch. In  that case I hope to 
make the Germans pay in casualties for their 
success. 

German April 15 Commentary- 
This is my standard opening move. The Italians 

isolate Bengazi, my Recce unit heads for the British 
Southern Flank, and the main units of the 21st 
Panzer deploy ina  threatening manner in the central 
desert. Trenta will anchor my southern flank at N- 
17 next turn and can participate in attacks on H-16 
and K-18 on Turn 3. 

I will adopt a wait and see strategy early in the 
game while 1 gauge the British response and assess 
the supply situation. My units will always lx ready 
to pounce on a British mistake that could Iead to a 
major victory. 

Allied April 15, 1941 - 
I moved 7/31 Motor to N-19 to prevent 21 1 5  and 

21 1104 from reaching the escarpment between 0-21 
and 5-24 next time. My opponent can get a 
surrounded 3-1 against 7/31 Motor but I doubt that 
he will use a supply and risk an exchange at this 
stage of the game. 

With 21 ( 5  and 211 104 out of the picture I should 
be able to use the 1-1-6's to counter the threat from 
the south. 2113 can't reach my Home Base before 
June I by going through the desert because Rommel 
is too far away to contribute his bonus. 

In addition to the main goal of defending April 1 Neutral Cornmentary- 
Tobruch I will endeavor to maintain control of the The patiern o f  the game is quickl~ established. 
pass at K-34 and, of course, my Home Base. NO The German player has u good basic knowledge of 

APRIL 15. 1941 -The ~lltlstrdtion dhows the linal posilions 01 bolh aPP'Oache6 to thc Gcrmn,  through thc parsin ~ c & c a r p m e n l s a t  Q- 
sldcsditrr the opening more Tne Brlt~sh lahc top honors for the turn 21 Though noauacksan madethe Allies hareea~ned the uoozr hand . . 
by o~cupying N-19 b i t h  7 / 3 1 M  and thus denying the southern in mancuvtr lor thccoming turn. 
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German April 30 Commentary- 
Brescia and Savena isolate Benghasi and 

212S.G. dies at the end of the turn. The 21 st Recc 
harassing the British southern !lank. The rest of 
army deploys in front of the Britishescarpment li 
A local attack on this line next turn is a possibil 
especially if 1 get another supply unit. 

Allied April 30, 1941- 
The Axis move contained no surprises. The 

Rommel can do now in the west is a 4-1 against 
2-6 or a 5-1 and 3-1 against 7A/1,2. This is wh 
was important to leave 212 S.G. in Bengasi last t 
so that two Italian units would have to stay back 
siege duty this turn. 

I'm glad that 2 1 / 3 moved to R-3 1 instead of 
the escarpment at R-29. This way I only need t 
three brigades of 4th Indian Division to keep 21 
away from Trobmch and off the escarpment 
Row L. Since 1 won't need a garrison at my Ho 
Base until May 1, I've sent Supply #2 south into th 
desert. 

April I1 Neutral Commentary- 
The Germans continue to position units poor 

Trentu should be several hexes north where ir 
reach the road and still threaien all zhe m 
renchable from hispresent posirion. 21 /3 igno 
position on the escarpment, and the extrapressure 
would provide on the British line. 

German May 15 Commentary- 
1 consider the 4-1 attack to be necessary to bre 

the escarpment line. A D-back 2 won't be too bad 
it will leave the British 2-2-6 cut-off from Tobru 
The British player will be in a poor defens~v 
position next turn unless he pulls back. 

Losing the supply unit was unfortunate. Ho 
ever, if 1 get the expected two out of three in Ap 
and May 1 will be ok. 

The 2lst Recce is simultaneously threat 
27,J-34, and the British Home Base. Unless 
positive steps this turn, 1 will capture his ho 
on June, 1941. 

Rommel did a little fancy footwork this turn. 
went from C-9 to C-I I, back to E6,  down to N- 
and then over to N-16. 

Allied May 15, 1941- 
1 was surprised that my opponentwould 

4-1, especially with only two supply units on 
He got the result he wanted, but at least his u 
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somewhat out of position. My disposition exploits 
the fact that he can't bring 24 factors to attack 1-25. 
He can get a 3-1 against 22 Gds on 1-27, which is 
probably his best attack, but an exchange would 
hurt him. 

At first I had 411 1 I on J-33, but Ifinally decided 
it was better to keep 2113 from going to 1-29. I also 
changed 7A/2 from S-24 to S-25 in order to prevent 
its being attacked from R23 while G-23 is attacked 
from H-23. Both those attacks could have been 
supplied from M-23. 

May I Neutral Commentary- 
The Germans must nowpay theprice offailing 

ro ou!flank the BritiPh to the south. Any exchange 
possibility this early is a British victory. The 
Germans get away with the attack, rollinga DElina, 
but it costs a supply, a commodity they willfind to 
be all too precious in lhi3 game. 

Again the German misppbces units. Tke I5th 
should be closer to the coast road, at JI2. Why 
didn't 21/104 join in the advance after combat? 

I think 7 A / 2  would be better off on $24, in spire 
of British comments 60 the contrary. He overesri- 
mates the possibility of an attack on G23 from H-23 
only. S-24 lies up two German units fan attempt iF 
made io block ir. 

German May 30 Commentary- 
I've decided to take a calculated dsk this turn in 

order to get achance of taking Tobruch next time. If 
I can get a D-Back 2 or an exchange on my 1-2 (A 
40% chance) I can take the escarpment on 1-25. 
From there, with all but 4 factors of the British 
forces cut off, I can mount a good attack on 
Tobruch on the June, 1941 turn. 

If my attack doean't sucmd I will still be in a 
relatively good position with light losses. I should be 
able to complete the encirclement of Tobruch next 
turn. I've decided to go ahead and eliminate the 
pesky 7A/2 while I have the chance. Note that Hex 
H-2.3 was ddikrately left open in case more than 
one British unit had to retreat from 1-25, 

MAY 30,194-Tbc Gennan mupplkanive dc lyaod  move to K-1 l 
which knot shown in the illustrniioo. This allowsthe Germns abold 
chance to cut off Tobruch from mntorccmtnt but their I-2atrack vs. 
QArZOreauhsin tbecl~minationofSavcoa. 21/5.and2lIIMwurea 
D I ~ !  ( ~ 2 3 )  in their 5-1 vs. 7 ~ )  I ,  as d m  and pa& us. 41 /7at 
2-1 (H-23). The 15th Division el imiwte~ 7A/2 in an AV. All four 
attacks art ~uppliod by Supply #I.  Thc British, r r l imd by tbtir near 
brush with disaster, Call bad; upon TobrudL 

APRIL 3,1941-The Germm reoeives nupplics and advanm them the end of the British move a d  Bolopa wb ib  i s  holding down the 
aeromthceeotraldescrt.Not showoareSavenaandhsciawhichare Germn Home Bast.AUuduoi~notpiauredmwpplyuni~at 5 5 3  
completing the isolmtion ol212SG in Be& which k t l i m i t c d  st and 544 .  

MAY 15,1941-The Germans mttack and eliminate 7131M in a 4 1  
with 2115 d h n g  after combat to K-IS. Supply #2 is ussd to 
nustain thc attack. Thc British faU back on Tobruch in their turn. 

Allied May 31,1941- 
I made an error last time which, fortunately, 

w o r l d  out well for me. His attacks were well 
conceived. He had a 40% chance of clearing 9AI 20 
from 1-25 sa that Ariete and possibly Pavia could 
advance to that hex. That would have prevented my 
units on G-23 from getting back to Tobruch this 
turn. As it happened, the loss of Savena was not 
worth the slight gain in position Nevertheless, I 
should have placed 213 by itself on 1-25 I a t  time. 

The elimination -of Savena accomplishes my 
objective of causing Axis casualties before Tobruch 
is put under siege. There should be more to wme. 
He'll have to make at least one more soak-off in 
order to besiege Tobruch. In fact, his Best chance 
may be to take the soak-off against 1-27next time in 

#ending 4115 out to acs to dcal with the h e a r  to their Home Rase 
posed by 21 13. Units notshownare Britkhsupply units at J-62and X- 
U. 

order to hit 213 at 3-1 surrounded. If he doesn't 
attack 213, my defensive line will be atronger next 
time. 

MAY 11 NEUTRAL COMMENTARY- 
IAc British player made h b  first mjor error, 

kuving the 44-7 on G23, where it could be eui ofl 
Tkc Gemtuns maak a good atrock. gfkir 1-2 h d  
succeeded, t h y  would haw been guaranteed a 3-1 
on Tobmh next turn. 

German d d e  15 Comrneolnry- 
I was most disappointed with the ~ s u l t s  of my 

attacks last turn. I seemed to have lost all of them. 
To make matters worse, I lost another supply unit 
on a 30% chance. 
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Fortunately, my opponent made a serious 

miscalculation. Using Rommel and getting an A. V. 
on POL enabled my supply unit to reach I-ZA. This 
enabled me to roll over 4117 and surround' the 
British Units on 1-27. They will be automatically 
eliminated on his turn. 

At this point I have bottled up the British in 
Tobruch and have destroyed the British Forces 
outside. I will have several turns now to assess the 
supply situation and to decide whether to drive into 
Egypt or assault Tobruch. 

JUNE 15,194-Dcspitt  tht lous of their pupply ship the Germans 
pullo~amjorcoup.21/5AV's4I/7at7-l,allowing21/3to~acbH- 
28 via h e  back door of the Salum p w .  Ariete mnd Trentaeliminate 
7A/ I at 3-1, while Brescia survivc. its soak-off w. 213 at 1-4. Pavia 
gurvivcs the ncappary 14 poak4fvs. 9A/lOand 22GDS. Thig leaves 
them adjacent to Ariete and Trentawtbout suppIyorrrtrcat,fordng 
theirelimination. 151 1 15 advamp ta G-23 ~ftereliminating the Poles 
at 5-1 surroundd. The 411 1 I survives the J - I  by 15/33 and 211 IM, 
and m a %  to N-31 from whert it moves in the Briti~h turn to block 
the S a l u m p .  Britisbunits not shown include717SGat 144,41123, 
J47.714SAM &Supply W 147, Supplyfl X-54. Supply #4 J-62, and 
717 i~ reserve. 

Allied June 15, 1941- 
Ouch! I didn't think his supply unit could get 

past Row 23. That was a costly oversight. Then, to 
top it off he comes unsmthed through two 1 4  soak- 
offs and a 3-1. 1 suppose I deserved those battle 
results though for my blunder. 

The thing to do now is get over the shock and 
take stock of my assets. There are some positive 
aspects to my situation. I )  213 is still alive todefend 
Tobruch. 2) Rommel has no supplies on the board 
(although he is in no real danger of losing his army 
through isolation as long as he can trace a supply 
path to his Home Base as it is unlikely I'll keep 
sinking supplies. 3)4I/ 1 I has survived for a while. 4) 
Savena has been eliminated. If I can hang in there 
and get a break or two, I might atill pull this game 
out. 

The only real decision required this time was 
where to send 411 11. That unit can't escape being 
surrounded next time no matter where it goes. I 
decided it was better to block the pass at K-34 than 
to send 411 11 south into the desert. 

June I Neutral Commentary- 
T h e  Britkh made a costly miscalcuhrion. 

Failure 10 see the automatic victory cost them 2-2- 
6's at no cost to the Germans, who now have a very 
favorable kill ratio. 

German June 30 Cornmentary- 
It's too bad that I didn't win my 60% 5-1 against 

411 1 I. That would have meant no "loose ends" to tie 
up. By the way, 4111 1 was purposely retreated the 
way it was, I would rather have it whereit is, where I 
can easily isolate it, than running around in the 
desert with a supply unit. (Note that we're playing 
with the rule interpretation that a captured supply 
unit cannot be used to sustain the attack that 

JUNE 30, 1941-The Gcrmn aupplics arrive but arc too far west to dcfcnd tht ooagmlrond mpproacbeswith the~rsmnt forces. Units 
do thcrn any immediate good . . . they must attle for a westwmrd shownindudethe7/7aiilliort~t~~ t h m  Ailiidbuppr~bat W-55 
penetration and isolati~n of 4111 l at Salum. Tht British takt 59, and 562;  Rommel K-I I, and German supply at J-12 
advantage of the regpite offered by the G e m o  lack of supply to 

captures it). Also, I'm not going anywhere anyway 
until my supply unit arrives. By that time 411 I I will 
be dead. 

Strategically speaking, I intend to drive on the 
British Home Base if I get a reasonable amount of 
supply units. Mathematimlly speaking the Germans 
should get supplies 4 out of the 1st 6 turns. I'm due 
one next turn,On the next couple of turns Iintend to 
drive East in the desert. I wanttowsealin" the rest of 
his units, especially the 1-1-12. I anticipate a delay 
unit on 3-37. Hopefully, I wiIl be able to outflank 
and isolate this unit. I anticipate having (4) 42 
attacks against the British forces M o r e  November. 
1 should be able to get close and inflict more 
casualties. Another serious mistake on his part 
could end the game. If he overlooks Tobruch I may 
be able to sneak back and take it. In any event, with 
decent aupplies, I should be in pretty good shape 
come November. 

Allied June 30, 1941- 
From his disposition this time I can tell that 

Rommel is not planning to attack Tobruch next 
turn. Therefore, as a psychological ploy I amleaving 
him a 40% chance to capture Tobruch by attacking 
one of my 447 ' s  at I-2followed by a 3-1 against the 
oth&. My prediction is that he will be tempted, but 
reject the attack as not worth the risk. 

My ploy has two objectives, both psychological 
in nature. First, I hope to divert hi attention 
temporarily from the drive against my Home Base. 
Second, he may feel that I overlooked the potential 
(1-2) & (3-1) assault on Tobmch and consequently 
underestimate my playing ability. Certainly, my 
play so far has not been the sort to inspire respect for 
my competence. If I can lull him into a feeling of 
overconfidence, it could pay off for me later in the 
game. 

My disposition is designed to keep him from 
reaching the escarpment too far east. I'm too weak 
to try to establish a position further west by 
occupying both 5-37 and K-38. 

June I1 Neutral Commentary- 
The Germam did all rkey could without 

supplies. I don't understand the British comments 
nbout Tobruch. The benefit of leaving rhe 3-3-7 in 
reserve ewapes me. 11 is incomistenf with hikpolicy 
of causing German casuaIties, as even ~hould rhe 1-2 
fail ir is a cheap soak-ofi compared to the one 
necessary if a 3-3- 7 were present. Any psychological 
advatzta~e will be of little value if he loses Tobmch. 

expected number of supplies 1 can work the Brit 
over pretty good by November. 

411 11 will be eliminated at the end of the Brit 
turn. 1 will isolate 41/23 next turn if its the only u 
that 1 can attack. 

German July 30 Commentary- 
I had expected 411 23 to remain on K-5 1. and 

51, that would have slowed me down and forced 
to isolate 41/23. I guess my British opponent 
attempting to consewe units. 

I could have gotten both 41/23 and 717S.G. 
turn but 1. think my supply unit is worth more t 
factors a t  this point. 

Next turn I can advance UD to the British 
Alamein Line and isolate 41/23: If it retreats o 

German July IS Commentary- British advance I can launch a good attack. 
I'm getting a bit fed up with losing supply units. Given average luck, I can expect 2 more su 

So far I've managed to get only three out of an unit5 by theend of September. supply unitsente 
expected 4.7 supply units. If I can just get .the in Octobercannot reach the El Alameinfront b 
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A knowledge of probability is one of the paramount weapons in any 
wargamer's arsenal and few games lend themselves better to pure 
probability study than WAR ATSEA. Below we list 10 questions dealing 
with probability in WAR A T S E A .  Answer them by circling the correct 
choice or writing the answer in the provided space. The ten winning entries 
will receive certificates redeemable for free AH merchandise. To bevalid an 
entry must be received prior to the mailing of the next GENERAL and 
include a numerical rating for the issue as a whole as well as list the best 3 
articles. The solution will be announced in the next issue and the winners in 
Vol. 14, No. I .  

i 

READER BUYER'S G M E  
! 
i 
I 

:nu: STARSHIP TROOPERS $10.00 
i~actical Science Fiction based on Roba 
j~einlein's novel of the =me name 

INSTRUCTIONS: Raw all categories by placlng a 
number ranging from 1 through 9 in ths sp. 
propriatn spsees m the right I1 equating exml- 
lent: I-average: and 8-wrriblel. EXCEPTION: 
Ram item No. 10 in terms of rnlnuw neeassay 
to plw game as word& in lominute incre- 
mu. EXAMPLE: I f  you've found that it taksr 
two and e half hours to play FRANCE 1940, you. 
~ m l d  giw it a GAME LENGTH rating of "15." 

Participate in t h e  r w i m  only if you are 
farnlliar with the p m e  in question. 

In the following ship vs. ship battles, which ship has the best chance to 
end the turn still at sea? If both ships' chances are about equal-i.e., within 
2% of each other-rate the battle a draw. 

1. tbysicrl llrdiv 
2. Mapbnr l  
3. Cernpnnt~ts 
4. tasi d Undwsbding 
5. Complett~rss at Rulls 
6. tlay Balancn 
1. Realism 
I. Eaciltmenf l e r r l  
9. Bratall Valuu 

18. ~ R U  LO*& 

Admiral Schesr bl 
1 The review heet may be cut out, photowpind, 
I or -sly d ram on s separate sheet of paper. 
I Mail  it to our 4517 HarFwd Road sddrnhs with 
! your mntest entry or opponents wanted ad. Mark 
; auch correrporrdeme to t b  attmtion of ttm R & 

I ' Wpml tb k reviwd mat: 
i 

A British 1-1-7 is determined to stand and fight it out. Which German 
ship should it fire on first (i.e., which German ship is most dangerous to the 
cruiser's chances of remaining at sea?) - 

Opponent Wanted 
I. W=nGads wdl be xceped only men pdnletl on th~s Forni. 
2. For We. Trade. or Wanrt+tPBuy will be ~octgled only when lhty are dtalinp w~th  collcctor'a atcmr ( g a m  

no l o n p  a v d a b k  from A111 and arc xcompsnied by a robn 2% k c .  
3. lnwrl copy where nqulred on lmesprwl&d and prht name, address. 2nd phone number whrc prwlded. 
4. Nerlmscnuotr.il~llcgibh your ad w~ll nol hr acruptrd. 
5. Ada wlll be u~epled only on ronns rrom the prer-dmg h o  exrtpt Ln Lhose cam where no OpponenlsWanld 

form appcsred m the p r d i n g  m c .  

h So thal as many ads can be prlnted a pogslble wilh~n mi lhlnlted space, we request yw ur the toUow~ng 
abbrcvialions in wordlngyour ad. U W w  4 1 h  Stale abbmlaliow 
Afr~kr Korgr = AK; Alcxsndcr #ha G w n  = Alcx, Amlo: hebal l  Slralca = BE St; Battk o t ' th  Bulp = BE: 
BssketbaU Stralegy = BK 5.1: BL112: BDay = DD;FwIballStrategy = FTSt; Frame. 1940 = FR'40:Faoe-I+Faut 
= FTF. Gctlyrburg Cett. Cuadalcsnsl . Cuad: Iullsnd = JUT. Khssplcl. Kricp. Lul'twaKe. Luft: Mtdwy = 
Mid; 1914: Orips nt WII = ORIC; Outdom Suw~val = Out. Psnrerbl~tz = PAN. Panzclcr Lca&r = Pan Ld; 
Play-hy-Mall = P M ;  Play.byrhone = PW. Rkluhote~i'.r Wnr = RW; 1776: Stallngfad ='Crad;Txlk%ll  =TAC: 
Third Rcich. 3R: Walerloo = Wal. 

5. Assume the Bismarck (4-9-6) is fighting the Wushington (5-5-4). 
What's the largest number of damage points the Bismarck can have at the 
start of the battle and still have a better probability of ending the turnat sea? 

6. How many ASW points does the Allied player have to put in a sea 
zone to have a 50% chance of disabling andlor eliminating all 7 U-boats in 
one battle? 

7. How many ASW points does the Allied player-have to put in a sea 
zone to have a 50% chance of disablingand(oreliminating5 U-boats in one 
battle? 

8. Three 1-1-7 cruisers are fighting the Bismarck (4-9-6). Which side 
has the better chance of controlling the sea zone? 

British - 
Germans - 

9. Two 1-1-7 cruisers are fighting the Scharnhorst (3-5-7). Which side 
has the &st chance of controlling the sea zone? 

British - 
Germans - 

10. What is the probability that all 3 Allied convoys will get to Russia, 
assuming maximum Axis air attacks in the Barents Sea but no U-Boat or 
surface attacks? 

I 
I 

Name I 
I 
I 
I 

Address City I I 
I 
t 
I 

State Lip Phone I 

ISSUE AS A W H 0 I . E . .  . . . . . . . .(Ratefrom I tu 10: with I cquliling excellenl. 10. kerrible) 

H a l  3 arrtl=: 
I 

NAME 
3 ADDRESS 

9 C I T Y  S T A T E Z I P -  
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JULY 30,1941-The German aupplicsweresumkonthe July IS mow 
so the German cootcnted h~rnself with elimiunting 411 1 I by isolation. 
T k  British fcU back to El Alamein leaving41123 as a rearguard at K- 
45, and reinform Xobruch with 717.  

Rcidorcod by tbt arrival of their 2nd Supply unit the Germans 

move east on July 30th. Pavia and Brescia remain at H-24and H-26 to 
contain Tobruch. The Britkh leavt PA118 in rmrve--continuing 
their psycholo&l ploy of lulling the German into ignoring thc 
missing unit. I I British factors and a supply now o m p y  Tobruch. 
The stage is set for the big gamble. 

'I the British November troops arrive. That should 
give me a pretty good assault on the British H.B. 

My defending troops at Tobmchareso arranged 
as to prevent the British from "sneaking" units out 
at 1-3. Also, the best odds the British can get is 2-1, 
which I'm willing to give. 

The British player could conceivably capturemy 
supply unit on LA5. This would, however, involve a 
1-6 soakoff with 5 factors. I deem the supply unit to 
be worth the expected British losses. It would belike I using my supply unit to get a 6-1 against 5 of his 
factors. 

Allied July 31, 1941- 
My opponent continues to use just Brescia and 

Pavia to cover Tobruch. I'm thinking seriously 

German August 15 Commentary- 
I am moving and recording this move prior to 

checking to see if I get supplies. If won't make any 
difference in my move. 41/23 is not worth a supply 
unit. Besides, I can only attack one time in August 
anyway. So, I will isolate 41/23. Note that I, in 
effect, have a double isolation because of my 
advanced Panzers. Next turn I should be able to get 
ina good attack. With 2or 3 additional supply units, 
I can raise some he11 before November. There's a 
25% chance that I may lose a supply unit in the next 
2 turns because of having 3 on the board. But having 
3 on the board in August isn't d l  that bad. Havinga 
50% chance of killing 3-5 factors is better than a 
100% chance of killing a factor that you can isolate 
anyway. 

about trying the breakout from ~ o b r u c h  next turn. 
My 41/23 on J 4 5  prevents him from hitting me *'lied August 1941- 

very hard before August 11. Well, the time has come to bite the bullet and 
take the bull by the horns. If I get an "AElim" or an 
"A back 2" in my 2-1. I'm a goner. On the other hand 

July 11 Neutral Commentsry- 1 should win I &t a "D~lim," 'I) back 2" or 
"Exchange". A "% AElirn" would permit me to 

'la@ hang on fox a while, but I would probably lose Germans merely continue their advance. TRe eventually. I German cornmenis tabour n 2-1 out of Tobruch will 
come back to haunt him. when one has an 
advanrage in n g a m ~  he should expect his opponent August I Neutral Commentary - 
to do things he would nor consider were the game The Britishatrack hadto be made, but Iquestion 

whether it war necessary so early. 77ze situation 

AUGUST 15,1941-TheGerman bypassed 41/23 and left it isolated attack out of Tobruch. 70123 sonkeoff against Brescia at 1-6 and 1s 
whilc lhcy move castward on thc British HB. This advana IcaW eliminated but Pavia h eliminated in a 2-1 by 2/11,9A/ 18,7/45119, 
them Further in the hole which is about to be created by the British 10 wilh9A/18,and7~4advancinginto H-26. ThcbulkofthcGemn 

could change. Thr Germans may ger a srring of 
DBZ's, or ,fail 20 receive a supply in September. 
Either one of these events would make capture of 
the Home Base unlikely, as the Germans will need ai 
lea31 4 artacks to break through the double lines of 
1-1-6's along a narrow front. The 2-1 wouldstill be 
rhere in September or October and may nor have to 
be made at ail i j  rhe siruarion changes. 

German August 30 Commentary- 
The British player made a risky attack and got 

away with it. His 2-1 out of Tobruch put the whole 
game on one die roll. I feel that he attempted to win 
with luck what he couldn't otherwise win. 

The only chance for a real victory was a D-Elim 
and He got it. An A-Elim or A-Back 2 and I win 
immediately. I feel as though I could still have a 
good chance of winning with a D-Back 2 or Exch 
result. 

The 2-1 has changed the entire complexion of 
this game. The British player has a good chance of 
driving on my home base and cutting off the Afrika 
Korps. I must now attempt to extricate my army 
and fight a long war against difficult odds. 

AHied August 30, 1941- 
My opponent complained loudly about my good 

luck. That dmsn't bother me though, because that's 
loser talk. While he's demoralized, l'm going to try 
to deliver a knockout blow. 

He made a nice move, almost, in an effort to get 
his Supply #3 out to his main force in the east. My 
attack will prevent this, however, because his 15/33 
will not be able to join forces with Supply #3 next 
time even if it survives my attack. He should have 
put 15/33 on P-37 and moved Supply #3 to T-21. 

My attack leaves me exposed, but he can't 
exploit it without using his Supply #2. That would 
leave his main force out on a limb and subject to 
eventual isolation. 

At first 1. had 2SA/7 on N-17, but changed it to 
N-18. Now, if he sends his Supply #3 to T-28 or U- 
29, I can capture it and still reach W-29 to blockthe 
southern route. I feel that optionis worth more than 
the threat to reach the coast road south of Bengasi. 

August I1 Neutral Commentary- 
The G e r m s  had to move back ro Tobruch bur 

sloppy placement cost them dearly. 15/33 could 
have made it clear to T-36 with Rommel, assuring 
hirn a next (urn link-up with Supply #3. Even a om 
hex adjustment would have put him beyond attack 
range, a faral error as it turns out. As for Supply #3 
I cunnot understand why it moved only 9 squares. 

supply i& mow cut off from the main Axin form end prcslCMiy lice out 
of the illustration at G22 and K-1 I .  Thc British player wntiouea hi 
practice of keeping a unit in resew by leaving 51/24 off ttbc bo~rd.  
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AUGUST 24, 1941-The British breakout of Tobruch forocs the 
Gwmau to flee wtward, abandoning their encirclement of 41/23 
nnd forcing them to w a v i m l ~ u p p l y  to AVit at J 4 5  with 1518. The 
BritishmkcgoaduseoC~mol.cmcnttoLaod thc bulkoftkirforms 

The British attack probably should not have 
bem made, as it lef! his armor exposed, but against 
[his German it proved to be a winning move. 

German September, 1941 Commentaty- 
Although the British player did not make any 

major blunders I think he made a weak move. He 

in Tobruch and fan out into t k  desert to block the German retreat. 
2SAl7 is sent into the desert to track thc Gtrmann' Supply #3 which. 
inconmtionwithfhe3-I on 15/33 by7/7and2/4makes theGerman 
supply situation a very tricky predimmt.  

has his Recce unit after my supply line and 
prevented Rwce 15 from linking up with Supply 3. 
However, his Recce unit cannot threaten my home 
base next turn. He has exposed 8 factors (714,717, 
4115) in the desert. Had 'I gorrm a supply unit I 
could have gotten a 7-1 against 411 5,5-1 surrounded 
against 717, and a 1-2 surrounded against 714. Even 

SEPTEMBER 15,1941-The Gcrman supplits art sunk again but turn or be isoktcd. Evcn tht Britirb 1st supply takes .u:i in the 
the initiativt now lies entirely with the British. 2SA17 captures the unlrnmssmest ofthe Gerrnmns by moving to S-16 toslowdown the 
German Supply Unit #3 on W-M a d  degtroyg it grior ta rctreatiw G e m n s  last supply. With only oncsupplyin handand mt offfrom 
back to W-29. This bit of thitvmy wad aH made p k b l t  by the hiamurm of futuresupply theGermanfinds himselfanthe hornsofa 
foresight ofthe All id 3-1 attackon 15/33 lan turn.To thenorthwen dilemma-isolation if he does attack and inactivity if hc dmn't. 
the Britigh art threatming Brtscia which will haw to withdraw next 

if the 714 survives it will beeliminated on the British 
turn. This is made possible by putting supply units 
on T-20 and W-30. The British Recce unit can only 
capture one o r  the other-not both. I can use the 
other to kill the Recce unit and withdraw my Army. 
Either the British Player madeadumb move or luck 
saved him again. The luck of the die is winning this 
game for the British Player. There is not enough 
rolls in this game for luck to Ueven out". 

Allied September 15, 1941- 
My assumption last turn that Rornmelcould not 

afford to attack my exposed units was too hastily 
made. My intelligence informs me that Rommel has 
drawn up attack plans, but scrapped them when his 
supply ship was sunk. Upon reflection it appears 
that he might have gotten away with it. I should 
have sent 7/4SA Motor to N34 and left 717S.G. on 
H-25 to  prote~t  Tobruch. 

For his part 1 believe that Rommel erred in 
allowing me to capture his supply on W-30. Even 
though he a n  annihilate my Recce unit now, it will 
cost him another supply unit to do  so. Two supply 
units for one Recce is a good bargain for me. 

September I Neutral Commentary- 
Although the game continued well into 1942, we 

will drop ii afrer Seprember I, because it i3 here thar 
the Germam missed their k t  real chwce to stay in 
the game. 

Ir cerrainly would hove been enskr on the 
G-~~MUIZS had they received another supply but the 
atrack should have been ma& anyway. Bothplayers 
have overestimated the ability of one Recce unit to 
bioek the entire southern hayof the  board. A link 
up with supply would be dipcult, but possible. It 
should have retreated this turn while tkc Geman 
Recce units race west and the rest of the Germam 
wipe out the British armor. The Recce uniis would 
have been ih a position to link up with t h  Home 
Base before British reinforcements could arrive in 
the southern desert. 

Tke opporrunity ofkilling t wo armor units at the 
cost of a 1-2 soak-off does not occur often and 
cannot be passed up. It was the Imt real chance the 
Germans had ro stay in the game. Instead of killing 
the armor with one supply unit and retreating the 
other out of danger he sacrijiced one to the Recce 
unit and used the other to kill it on Sept. 11. Thk 2 
supply for I unit exchange was rhe death h e l l  ofthe 
German effort. 

He managed to link his army up wirh hb Horns 
BMe without further opposition but received only 1 
supply in the next 4 turm. By rhe rime he had 
supplies the British were dug in alom u line from C- 
7 to S-24. 

After several turns of sitting in an attempt to 
draw the British into the open, the &rmans3nally 
attacked on January It, andgot an exehangeagain.st 
u 3-3-7 on k18. A British counterattack killed a 7-7- 
10 in an exchange and 2 turm hter a 2-1 against a 4- 
4-7 on G-23 resulted in an A-Elim. as the last 
desperate German ofiensive failed to even reach 
Tobruch. 

In h.k fmal comments the German decried the 
2-1 out of Tobmch as the crucial battle. n e r e  &no 
doubt that it was, psychologically. Rum that point 
on, rhe German play deteriorated. Militarily there 
wereseveralof her crucial battles. There was the 4& 
chance ro rake Tobruch that failed, and another 
40% chance that was passed up. Finally, there was 
rhe failure 10 kiI1 the Brithh armor. which Inter 
anchored such a strong defense that the G e r m  
never even reached TToruck for that hoped for 1 - I .  
The German supply rolls were poor but they failed 
to use what they hod to maximum advuntage. 
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RULES EXPANSION FOR W.S.&I.M. 
by Mick Uhl 

Muck more rnatefial w& ava&bIe fw i nck ip rs  
in WOODEN $HIPS AND lknN MEN than 

,actually made it withira the m~tctiai limits insposed 
by ewnomi~g. Rather thw omit it entirely from tk 
m e ,  pravkiom for heir irevfualufiiizulion wfe 
h ~ h d e d ~  k the &sigh of fhe  compomu with the 
fu~&u~ledge rkat they wodd be publishdin the 
GENERAL. 

A att~l scenario I ~ C I U ~ ~ &  ~ m v  which u t i b  
these mle~ i~ r m e a t i ~  the British landmd naval 
opmtions k clearing ihe &iaware River ajter t h  
fall afPhiladelp&, 

Two Mortars 
Mortar Veg& 
Note thatlhe Two Mdrfar bombs were wpwior 

to the other two vessels in every respect. This  should 
not limit tbe phyers 16 using this made1 ex~hsively, 
lvLortar vessels were u8d dun% the French 
Revoluticma~ Wan and were not popular 
soon Ied to t h i r  abandqnmmtt. 

These ship5 also ,carried regular &MOn as well 
as morm(s). 

7. The players filling out the lag for bombs 
sh~uId mark off the mom's hit Wres ip the 
carrode 8 e c t i ~ I L  

8, Mortars may ordy befred atfixed targets on 
shore or at hmtiadwcs sbipg (Le., anchored br 
aground], not at ships drifting, do matter Bow 
slowly. They have a maximum range of 10 hex=. 

9. Mortars use a sepamte entry in the BDT. 
Sw chart below 

2. Bombs may only fue thir  mortars while 
anchored. 

3. The lheaifire for themorram maynever be 
blocked. They fired over, not through, obstacles. 

4. Eire with broadside guns ia normd. These 
gun& my not be loaded or fired during the & m e  
turn that the morhr(s) are loaded or fired. 

5. P~~theShgkmo~ar bombs,a mortar'sfield 
of fire is 17QO (bow field) which e ~ o ~ p a s s s s  both 
left and right broadside fields and the fkld between 
thetwo toward the bow. In other.werds you-may not 
fire through the stern. Far the two mortar hrnks 
the second monar may Ere in either the left OF right 
broadside but may not fire acMSS the bow or stern. 

6. It Qkes four turns ta had mortar(s) (not 
necessarily in seqaem). This is noted in the Imd 
section by marking Min the R section for the bow 
(27P fgldof fire) mortar and in the Lsectionfor the 
evand mortar of tbe two niortar bombs. 

BOMl3-KETCHES: 
As already aated, one of the ccwntm included 

with the game is an overview of a bd-ketch .  
I 

10. All hits wred  by matam am tnpkd. Only 
the Hull Bit Tables are used. Each moriar is fired 
kephtclg and may be fired at the same or different 
mjpz-ts. Martam may pot fire at targets at less than 
three hex range. 

Ax these vessels were used ta reduce forts and 
other land structures, they must be used in 
conjudction w&h amphibious owations (to be 
deUSd latd. 

Bomb-ketches as a general definition were ships 
whkh -vied mortars, i-e., which fired 
explosive shells orr a high trajectory in order to hit 
objects behind breastwtks or walls. Bomb-ketches 
were not very effective aor were they ever designed 
ta do battle with other warships, Their rdah 
function w a  to reduce the def~nsive ~aplibjlity nf 
forts and/or entrenchments so that mpkibious 
units could land and capture the pdtinfi. 

I .  There are three types of bumb-ketches (more 
accurately ternred bombs)whieh areavaila ble in rhe 
@me. 

Single M o m  

FORTS AND FORTIFICATIONS: 
Naturally, these wilI be placed on hexes 

designated as land. Forts were used to protect 
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waterways and the commerce and ports associated 
with them from naval and/or amphibious inva- 
sions. Forts had the advantages of thick walls and 
sturdy gun platforms which could hold higher 
calibre weapons as well as large numbers of 
defenders. Their drawback was that they were a 
fixed and often isolated target. 

I .  No counters have been provided for forts, so 
you must make your own. 

a. Remembering the dimension of a hex as 100 
yards in diameter, forts may be as small as one 
counter or several formed to pattern the outer waIls 
of the forts. 

b. Forts were designed in many polygonal 
shapes, so as a general representation of these 
varieties and to fit within the geometric pattern of 
the game, a hexagon can be used as the basic shape 
of a single counter fort. This also greatly facilitates 
field of fire determination. The example below of a 
fort labels each side so as to identify the number of 
guns per wall. 

c. For multi-counter forts or fortifications, the 
walls of the forts may bedrawn to correspond to the 
hex sides of the counter forming the wall. 

2. The field of fire for each wall is shown below. 
Note that these fields overlap. At points where they 
do, the guns of two or more walls may fire together 
at one massed battery. 

3. Adaptions to the log must be made to include 
new information and to remove irrelevant sections. 

a. For loading more than two sides of the fort, 
add columns to the moves section and label them 
each to a corresponding side of a fort. 

b. In the time scale of the game, the effects of 
bombardment on a fort's walls would be too small 
to damage its performance. The hull section on a 
fort's log will be ignored. Only gun and crew hits are 

recorded. Crews will be divided into three sections 
as normal. Guns are divided into sections for each 
side of the fort. The extra sections may be recorded 
in the rigging section of the log. 

c. Gun specifications are determined by the 
players in any manner desired. Each side of the fort 
need not have the same number ofguns asany other. 

d. The number of crew squares allotted is a 
direct proportion to the number of gun squares 
allocated. The ratio is 615 crew square for each gun 
square rounded up. Crew squares are distributed to 
the crew sections as evenly as possible with the 
lowest number sections having the hlghest priority. 
Additional crew squares as garrison units may also 
be added. But they must be placed in a separate 
section and may fire guns as poor crews only. 

4. All sides of a fort may & loaded and fired 
during the same turn. 

5. Guns in forts or fortifications f r e a t  a +2 Hit 
Table modification for 1 4  gun squares, and +3 for 
7+ gun squares. This is doubled if the advanced 
game is used. 

6. Mortars may also fire from a fort. Land 
based mortars take just three turns to load and have 
a +2 hit table modification when firing. They have a 
full 360" field of fire. 

7. A maximum of 6 gun squares (excluding 
mortars) per fort wall should be allocated, though 
this is up to a player's discretion. 

FLOATING BATTERIES: 
These were large rafts sturdily built with 

protective walls and housing large guns to break 
down land fortifiation defenses. They are used 
exactly like forts with the following exceptions: 

I .  Use a counter exactly as the type designed for 
single hex forts. 

2. They have no movement of their own but are 
towed into place by another ship. For towing 
purposes they are treated as first class ahips of the 
line. 

3. These batteries must be anchored. If they are 
forced to up anchoror breakanchor they drift in the 
same manner as a first class S.O.L. 

4. They are set up in the same manner as forts. 
In other words they have no hull squares therefore 
they may not be sunk. They may be grappled and 
boarded. 

SHIPS BOATS: 
Each ship generally carried one or more boats 

used for various details which could not be 
performed by the owning vessel itself. Within the 
game framework they best function as screens 
against fireships or as amphibious landing craft. 

1. Use gunboat counters to represent ships 
boats. As with gunboats, each counter may 
represent more than one ship's boat. 

2. Ship's boats move in the same manner as 
gunboats. They do not have any gun squares. 

3. The order of battle for these vessels is 
dependent upon the parent ship. 

a. The number of hull squares is equal to the 
number of crew squares available in the first section 
of the parent ship. 

b. The maximum number of crew squares 
which may man a ship's boat counter is the same as 
its hull squares, i.e., for every hull square, one crew 
square may be carried. The minimum number of 
crew squares which may man a ship's boat counter is 
one. A maximum of one "oar" square per section is 
allowed. 

4. As long as a boat counter is with its parent 
ship it need not be in play. It is either being towed or 
physically on the ship's deck. As soon as it is to be 
used independently, it is placed in any hex adjacent 
to the parent ship. 

5. CrewlMilitary units andlor artillery may be 
placed aboard a ship's boat counter by means of a 
Transfer Boarding Party. 

6. Crew squares used to "man" a boat counter 
should be drawn from the lowest numbered crew 
section. 

7. Boat counters cannot be used to block shots. 
Ships may fire at them or over them. 

8. While a boat is attached to the parent ship it 
absorbs some of the damage directed toward the 
ship. For every four hull or gun hits in any 
combination, a boat loses one hull, crew, and oar 
square available. This, of course reduces the speec 
and the size of the force allowed to board. As soor 
as the boat is placed on the board it receives damagt 
independently and isconsidered a separate target. A 
boat does not block line-of-sight. 

9. In every other respect while independent a 
ship's boat is treated as a gunboat and is subject to 
all rules covering such. 

LAND FORCES AND AMPHIBIOUS 
ASSAULTS: 

Certain ships may be designated as carrying 
extra crew squares representing forces and material 
to be used in an amphibious assault. Ships boat's 
would be the vehicle by which units wouId land. 
Combat between land forces are handled with the 
Melee system of combat. Players have total freedorr 
in deciding what types of units may be used it 

assault capacity. 

I .  Counters will have to be made (use reverse 
side of those included). There are three possible 
types of units available for amphibious assault: 

Infantry Cavalry Artillery 

2. Each counter represents one section 01 

equivalent being transported by boat and a side 
record must be maintained of its strength. 

3. One Infantry square may be transported fo 
each crew square available on the boat. 

a. One Cavalry square may be transported fa 
every three crew squares available on the boat. 

b. Boat counters from ships of 74 or more gun 
can carry one gun square of artillery in addition to 
one crew square to man the boats. 

4. On the turn of landing, ground units may no 
move. From the next turn on units may move at the 
following rates: 

a. Infantry-2 hexes per turn 
b. C a v a l r y 4  hexes per turn 
c. Artillery-I hex per turn (2 hexes if defined 

as field artillery). 
5.  When amphibious units are adjacent to the 

fort, melee may occur. Use identical procedure to 
that used on board ships. Crew quality is deter- 
mined before scenario begins. Crews defending a 
fort each get an additional 3 melee strength points 
added to their original strength. 

6. Units must melee every unit in a fort even if 
they are not adjacent. 

7. Guns on land fire with same rnodificationsas 
guns in forts. 

8. Whenputtingartillery gun square(other than 
field artillery, which is carried just for land 
operations) on land, remove one gun square from 
either broadside. Carronades may be used. 

ROWING CAPABILITIES: 
Ships of smaIler class had the ability to move by 

oar as we11 as by sail. 
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I 
1. All ships mounting 24 guns or less may use Separate assaults on the fort. All three failed due toa  

rowing capabilities at any time. The player must combination of stiff resistance by- the fort's 
note in the Notes section the turn beforehand that he defenders and support of the American gunboats 
is changing to oars. He need not do this to change along the river. Five British ships ran aground as 
back to sail. they attempted to maneuver close to the fort in 

2. Wind effects on ships while rowing are the support. Three were able to extricate themselves but 
same as for galleys and ship's boats. two, the A u ~ t a ,  64 guns, and the Merlin, 18 guns, 

3. Rowing ships handlelike galleysexcept that a were destroyed. The Hessians returned to Philadel- 
60° turn costs one movement factor. phia with approximately 33% casualties to their 

4. Two crew sections must be used for rowing. force. 
They may not perform any other duties while in this After the debacle at Fort Mercer, the British 
capacity. turned their attention to Fort Mifflin which 

5. The speed diagram for ships using o a n  is: occupied a small island west of the obstructions.- 
Unable to land an amphibious party here, the 

2 British concentrated a tremendous amount of fire 
power both from the land based batteries on the 

7 

c..'-[T :C L Pennsylvania shore and from guns on their ships. 
On November 15 they opened into one of the 

3 
heaviest bombardments of the war. It was estimated 
that over a thousand rounds were fired every twenty 

b minutes. Unable to withstand this fire Fort Mifflin 
surrendered and the garrison escaped. 

Upon the fall of Port Mifllin, Cornwallis with a 
3 form of about 2,000 British regulars crossed the 

Delaware and again attacked Fort Mercer. This 
time it was empty. Christopher Green, commander 

THE DELAWARE FORTS of the fort, had pulled out earlier realizing that its 
usefulness to protect the river had ended with the 

October 3-November 21,1777 fall of Fort Mimn  as the British could breach the 
1. INTRODUCTION obstructions near Mifflin and bypass the remaining 

Of major consequence to General William fort. The American fleet, trapped upriver, was 
Howe's success during the British campaign to scuttled. 
capture Philadelphia in the summer of 1.777 was the The whole affair wasmarked by an amazing lack 
exposure of his supply lines to the ambush style of of cooperation between the continental forces, the 
attack in which the Americans excelled. This local militias, and the navy which was under the 
exposure was a result of the overland route which control of the State of Pennsylvania. The fleet did 
the supply trains followed along Howe's line of not risk any of its major vesaels in defense of the 
march. All the territory gain4 aa a result of the forts and in the end lost them anyway. The militia 
superior British feat of arms could not be held if the was unable to provide the reinforcements needed to 
supplies could not reach the invading army for the man the forts adequately. The bulk of the defense 
British army was unable to forage to maintain their fell, therefore, on Washington's regdars who were 
position in America and had to import most of their stretched to defend Philadelphia as well as the river. 
supplies from Europe. In this situation the Americans did not have any 

An alternate supply route would have to be hope of preventing the Howes' eventual control of 
developed which would be both safe and efficient. the Delaware River. With what they had, the 
The obvious answer was the Delaware River. It was Continental Army performed brilliantly, exacting 
navigable as far as Philadelphia for large ships and almost as many casualties in Von Donop's assault 
safe from depredations by American forces. The on Fort Mercer as the British lost in the battle of 
utility of this route was equally apparent to both Germantown. They also destroyed a ship-of-the- 
sides and its protection from enemy utilization had line, the largest that they were to capture or destroy 
ken  anticipated by the Americancomrnand. In the without French aid during the entire war. The 
preceeding months, the Amerimns had built two British were delayed for almost two months in 
lines of underwater obstructions set torip open the getting supplies to the campaigning army who, if 
hull of any ship passing overhead. These limes were Washington had defend4 the Delaware more 
anchored by three forts. Howe had by-paased the strongly, may have been forced to retreat back into 
Delaware upon his descent to Philadelphia from Maryland. 
New York and had chosen, instead, toland hisarmy 
at Elk's Head at the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay. 
Now, upon his capture of Philadelphia, he had to 11. PREVAILING WEATHER CONDITIONS 
open the Delaware or retreat. Wind Direction: 2 

The first line of obstructions was 1.2 milesdown- Wind Velocity: 3-Normal breeze 
stream from Philadelphia and protected by Fort Wind Change: 6 
Billingsport, a weakly constructed and defended 
redoubt. A force detached from Bowe's arrnv was 1 sent to capture this fort. It landed uprive; and 

i quickly captured the fort by a flankattack although 
the garrison was able to spike the guns and escape. 

i Enough of the underwater obstacles were cleared to 
allow passage of the British fleet, commanded by 

: Admiral Richard Howe, William Bowe's brother. 
: The second line was five miles closer to Philadelphia 

and was in two sections; the center being protected 
by a mud bank. This was a more formidable 
challenge to the British, beingprotected asitwas, by 
two large forts. 

The eastern fort on the New Jersey shore, Fort 
Mercer, was chosen as the target for the first British 
attack to break the line. A brigade of Hessians who 
marched directly from Philadelphia tried three 

111. SPECIAL RULES 
A. Basic and Advanced game rules including those 
described above are used except the Advanced 
Game Log Modifications. 
B. The following Optional Rules are in effect: 
VII. Towing 
XI. Running Aground 
XII. Casting the Lead 
XIV. Fore-and-Aft Sails 

IIIA. Fireships 
SEE PACE 29 

IIID. Gunboats 
SEE PAGE 29 
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black: land 
grey: Shallows (a partially grey hex is considered a 
shallows hex). 
red : SpeciaI Channel 

Land and Prohibited Area-vessels of all types may 
not enter. 
Shallows-Only certain ships may travel over these 
hexes without fear of running aground. These ships 
are noted by an S on their entry in the Order of 
Battle. 
C h a n n e l 4 n l y  certain ships may pass through the 
Channel without fear of running aground. These 
ships are noted by a C o n  their entry in the Order of 
Battle. 

D. The river current runs in direction 1 and 6. All 
ships and rafts drifting must drift in either one of 
these two directions and may change to the other 
direction only to prevent the ship or raft from 
moving into a land or prohibited hex. The owning 
player decides the initial drift direction. River 
current has no other effect on a ship's movement. 
Wind has no effect on drifting. 
E. A ship may fire into a coastal land hex but 
cannot fire through a land hex. 
F. The river channel may be entered by qualified 
British vessels from hexes EEI, FFI , or GGl, at 
least 5 turns after the successful penetration of line I 
of underwater obstructions at the earliest. 
G. A11 vessels may anchor. 

H. Underwater Obstructions 
1 .  Ships may not pass over any hex occupied by an 
underwater obstruction counter. All rafts may pass 
over. A ship which is forced to move into an 
underwater obstruction hex is considered destroyed 
and the counter removed from play. Underwater 
obstructions are stationary and may not be moved. 
2. Underwater obstructions can only be cleared by 
a ship of at least 28 guns. The ship must be adjacent 
to the obstruction counter for 4 consecutive turns 
without being fired upon to remove it. 
3. The American player can secretly choose a 
passage through the second line of underwater 
obstructions between Fort Mifflinand Fort Mercer. 
Ships may sail through this passage. Once used, by 
the American player though, the British player ia 
also free to use it. If the American player does not 
use the passage the British assume the second lineof 
obatructions as solid. 
4. A ship (not raft or gunboat) can be intentionally 
sunk to block passage across two hexes in the same 
manner as an underwater obstacle. The sinking is 
accomplished immediately upon the announoement 
by the controlling player at the end of themovement 
phase. The hexes must be marked and cannot be 
kept hidden. 
I. Fire rafts can only be sent at intervals of one raft 
every three turns. Those British vessels which 
cannot enter the board at the start of play may 
remain off the board andenter at a later time. Those 
British vessels which are allowed to enter the 
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Channel may leave the board along the entry hexes 
(see Order of Appearance) and reenter at the 
Channela minimum of 4 turns after the breachingof 
the first line of obstructions. 

J. LAND UNITS 
1 .  Infantry counters cannot be stacked. Land 
batteries may  be stacked two high. Field artillery 
may be stacked with infantry u p  to 2 counters high. 
2. When forming infantry units, the British may 
have a maximum of 10 infantry or crew squares per 
counter: the Americans, 8. 
3. Some American forces are in the form of 
reinforcements. They may enter as either infantry 
units or as replacements to fort garrison's. As 

replacements they may replenish any garrison 
squares lost in melee or gunfire. The garrison may 
never be increased above its original strength. The 
reinforcements are added at the end of any turn in 
which a melee did not occur against the garrison to 
be reinforced. 

K. MELEE 
I. Melee may occur between land units in the open 
as well as against forts and ships as long as the 
battling units areadjacent to oneanother. This form 
of melee is conducted in the same manner asregular 
melee. 
2. Losses due to melee conducted on land are 
always taken from the units or garrison sections of 
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lowest quality first. 
3. If an infantry unit loses 33% of its squares 
(rounded up), it may no longer voluntarily enter 
into melee but may melee as a DBP. 
L. Amphibious assault against Fort Mifflin is not 
allowed. 
M. Those vessels with an asterisk by their gun 
strength in the Order of Battle may fire every turn 
provided they lower their Hit Table by one. 
N. Guns in forts may be spiked (destroyed) at any 
time by the controlling player if he has at least one 
crew, garrison or infantry square in the fort. 
0. The British Mortar batteries can only fire at one 
fort wall at a time (i.e., if 2 gun hits are scored and 
only one gun square is on the wall being fired at, 
only gun square is marked off). 
P. Running Aground 
1. All ships which cannot move over the shallows 
normally (see Order of Battle) may attempt to do so 
by risking running aground. 
2. For each ship not qualified to move over shallow 
hexes and attempting to do so, both players secretly 
record a number from one to six and the name of the 
ship on a slip of paper. The opposing player then 
takes both slips, cross indexing both values on the 
table k l o w  to obtain a Run Aground Value 
(R.A.V.). For each turn including the turn of entry, 
that the ship occupies a shallow hex, thecontrolling 
player rolls a die which if it equals or is less than the 
R.A.V. indicates that the ship has run aground. 
R.A.V. TABLE 

Controlling Player's Value 

Of course the opposing player must indicate when I the ship has run aground by displayingboth written 
values as proof. 

IV. ORDER OF APPEARANCE 
At Start 
Place the following counten in their assigned 

hex. 

COUNTER LOCATION 
Tort 

A - Billingspoe D4 
E - Mercer H19 
C - Mifflin DD12 

Jnderwater 
Jbstructions 

line1 H3,13,52,K2,Ll ,Ml,  
14, J3, K3,  L2, M2, N1. 

line 2a U13, V12, W12, X11, Y l l , Z l l ,  
AA11, V13, W13, X12, Y12,Z12, 
W14, X13, Y13, AA12. 

line 2b N17,017, P16,Q16, R15, P17, 
R16,Q17, S16. 

American Force 
All vessels may start anywhere between obstrur 

tion line #I and board edge 4. 
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British Force 

Vessels may enter the board &tween D l  and K1 
inclusive. At least four turns after successful 
penetration of the first line of obstructions, those 
ships qualified to enter the Channel may do so 
between hex EEI and GGI inclusive. 
American Reinforcements 

The reserve pool may be used to form infantry 
units at any time. Those squares used to form a unit 
may not be used to replace a fort's garrison losses. 
Turn 5 Greene's Detachment may be brought into 
play anytime between turn 5 and 10 provided that 
there are British infantry units on the board. As 
soon as all British infantry units have been removed 
from play, Greene's detachment must also be 
removed. 
Turn ZS Greene's Detachment may return on this 
turn or thereafter if there are British forces on the 
board. 
Greene's detachment may not be brought into play 
between turns 1 1 and 24 whether there are British 
infantry units on the board or not. 

tween hexes A3 and A5 inclusive any turn between 
turn 2 and 5. 
Turn IS-Von Donop's brigade may enter between 
hexes A22 and 135 inclusive anytime between turn 
15 and 25. 
British land batteries may be placed anywhere on 
the land mass indicated by hexes HHI and RRI. 
Turn 25 From this turn on, Cornwallis' and 
Wilson's detachments may enter thegame anywhere 
along the coast from A3 to H 17 providd that there 
are British vessels or ship's boats adjacent to the 
entry hexes. 
NOTE: Only one British detachment may be on the 
board at any time. So, for example, if Von Donop's 
brigade i s  still in play after turn 24 neither 
Cornwallis' nor Wilson's detachments may enter the 
game. The British player may remove those land 
units already in play by either 1) moving them off 
the board through one of the entry hexes or 2) 
moving them adjacent to a friendly vessel or ship's 
boat along the river bank. The unit may then be 
removed from play. 

ing two objectives in order to win: 
1 .  Capture Fort Billingsport and Fort Mercer; and 
remove enough of the underwater obstructions to 
allow passage of at least one British ship through 
line 1 and 2a; the accomplishment of which will end 
the scenario. 
2. Gain more victory points than the American 
player. 

The American player wins if the British player is 
unable to fulfill either of his two objectives at the 
end of the scenario. 

Victory points are awarded as described in the 
rules plus extra points for the following: 

Amwican PIayet 
1. Each British infantry quare destroyed 2 points 
2. Every 4 turns played 1 point 
3. Every British land artillery or Mortar 1 point 

square destroyed 

BrifLh &yer 
1. For every American infantry or garrison 1 pomt 

quare destroyed 
2. For each land artiUery square destroyed %point 
3. Each fort captured 20 points 

(If any part of the garrison escapes) 17 points 

V. VICTORY CONDITIONS 
The British player must accomplish the follow- 

British Reinforcements 
Turn 2-Stirling's detachment may enter be- 

VI. ORDER OF BATTLE 

Class Nr. 
Crew 

Hull Qual. Section 
1 2 3  

Guns 
L R  

Name 

n+:&:-k. 

Point 
Value 

Raft  unl. Batter 

= 

1 bow 

Putnam 12 CS Raft unl. 
(Floating 

X - Xebec 
* - may fire each broadside every other turn 
C - may pass through channel without running aground 
S - may pass through shallows without running agxound 

Note: The American should use French ships to complete his fleet. 
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A CLOSER LOOK 
AT RICHTHOFEN'S WAR b y B i l l D ~ n c h e ~  

For years now Avalon Hill has been producing 
wargames of extremely high calibre. To date, 
however, none compare with the game of RICSI- 
THOFEN'S WAR, for here one can truly command 
every aspect of the plane'sflight. The fact that it is an 
aerial combat game, and that it is set during World 
War I, simply adds to its quaintness as a departure 
from the run-of-the-mill wargame. 

1 therefore felt it would beinteresting to conduct 
an investigation of the game, using mathematical 
probability and my own experience. 

First, I decided to compile a chart of all plane 
classes used in the game, as listed on the Target 
Damage Table, and then determined their respec- 
tive hit probabilities. See Chart 1, below. 

Chart 1 
Hit Probability 

RANGE PLANE CLASS 
A B C D 

With an ace in play, these figures are apt to 
change. For example, an"A" class plane firing on an 
ace at a range of one must roll 4-12 instead of the 
normal 3-12 in order to score a hit. This amounts to 
only an 8 1.8% chance of inflicting damage, rather 
than the 90.9% chance recorded on Chart I .  The 
chart will also become amended with an ace firing 
instead of being fired upon. However, the figures 
should still be used as a general rule of thumb. 

It is interesting to note here the relative weakness 
of the " D  class planes, i.e., the DeHavilland 2, 
Nieuporto 11 and 12, the Sopwith 1% Strutter, 
RAFs Be-2 and Re-8, and the LEG Roland C-2, 
even in relation to "C' class planes. It is alao 
interesting to note that with the exception of the 
Roland C-2, all " D  class planes belong to the 
Allies. 

Obviously, when these planes are involved in a 
dog-fight, or in a situation where they must fight 
to survive, they do relatively little good. Their 
primary purpose, however, was not to engage the 
enemy in combat, but rather to scout enemy troop 
movements, dispositions, artillery, etc. 

, Which brings us to our second chart, average 
damage factors whenscoringa hit. One must bear in 
mind the likelihood of the plane in question to inflict 
any damage at all on an enemy plane, re Chart 2: 

Chart 2 
Average Damage Factors 

RANGE PLANE CLASS 
A B C D 

In  this case, as with Chart 1, the presenoe of an 
ace will sway the averages, but only slightly, so as 
not to change the basic computations. 

It is amusing to note that in some instanc~ in 
this chart, as you probably already have noticed, 
every plane class has one case where the average 
damage value increases instead of decreasing as the 
range grows greater, i.e., "A" class planes at range 
six in relation to range seven. This can be accounted 
for by the fact that as the distance expands, the 
number of times the plane can score a hit 
diminishes, but the total number of damage factors 
remains the same, or approximately the same, as the 
lesser distance. 

Please note one important factor at this time. At 
a range of five, the lone "B" class plane, the RAF Se- 
5a, has an average damage factor .I3 greater than 
that of "A" class planes a t  the same range, and that 
at a range of six, both this plane and "C' class planes 
outweigh, so to speak, the "A's", by .40 and by .15, 
respectively. Even "C" class planes at a range of 
seven have a higher average damage factor than the 
"B" class Se-5a. 

And so it is at this moment that Chart 1 comes 
back again, to be used in conjunction with Chart 2. 
Aa a case in point, consider the following: As 
mentioned, the plane in class "B" has a higher 
average damage factor when firing at a rangeof five 
and at a range of six than do "A" class planes. 

But as a glance at Chart 1 will prove, "A" class 
planes firing at ranges of five and six have a better 
cham of scoring a hit against the target plane than 
d ~ s  the Se-5a. 

My advice is that if you have a choice, go with 
the better average damage, as opposed to the better 
chance of scoringa hit. Asit stands, "A" class pIanes 
do have a better chance of inflicting damage than 
the Se-Sa does, but the edge is only 9.1% at a range 
of six, and only 9% at a range offive. The difference 
in average damage more than makes up for this, 
however. 

Of course, the situation you are in at any given 
moment may warrant taking advantage of the better 
probability, and you may not have a choice to make 
regarding the use of the planes. Generally, however, 
it does seem to make more sense to gamble and go 
for more damage. 

Chart 3 suddenly finds itself thrust into the 
limelight: 

Chart 3 
Die Roll Probability 

ROLL YOUR CHANCES 

Chart 3 deals with dic roll frequency, showing 
the chance the gamer has when trying for a 
particular roll, This should be used in association 
with the Tareet Darnnee Tnhle in order to ascertain 

your chances for obtaining a critical hit. As aq 
example, " A  class planes at a range of three need a 
die roll of nine in order to score a critical hit. Chart 7 
shows that thereis an I1 .l$chance of rollinga nint 
The presence of an ace is a simple enough factor m 
figure whencomputing your chances. Simply add or 
subtract one from the roll of the dice. as the case 
may be. 

For greater realism and enjoyment of RICH- 
THOFENS WAR, I suggest that you incorporate- 
the following optional rules when playing the game: 

Rule I-Prevailing Wind. This often was a 
factor during many of the key air battles of World 
War I, and in fact played a role in practically any 
battle ever fought in the air during that era. 

Rule 2- Reaction Rule. For my part, I wouldn't 
think of playing a game without using this rule. The 
initial reaction of theactual pilot often turned defeat 
intovictory, and viceversa. Consider, if you will, the 
folly of a World War I pilot deliberating for even 
one minute as to which way to turn, dive, or climb. 

Rule 9-Angle of Attack: Deflection. This is a 
highly realistic rule which often takes away what 
amounts to a slight advantage for the attacking 
plane. 

This analysis was developed in order to help you 
see, in a mathematical light, the subtleties involved 
in the game. It is hoped that this will help you in 
actual play. 

As a game, RICHTHOFEN'S WAR provides 
what I feel is the ultimate challenge to a gamer's 
ability. a 
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Game Theory and 1776 
BY J. Richard Jarvinen 

The Tactical Results Matrix in 1776 has 
always had a fascinating appeal to me. Anyone 
who has had the thrill of attacking at 1-1 using an 
Enfilade Left (while the defender Refuses the 
Right) and then rolling a one knows exactly what 
I mean! Despite the fact that I've always felt I've 
had more than my share of luck with this system, 
I've often wondered if I was really using the 
Tactical Cards to my best advantage. Perhaps I've 
been selecting Frontal Assault too often and 
Recon in Force not enough. Obviously I want to 
play my cards in a way that yields the most 
favorable result. But the big Question was always 
hovering over the battle board: What were the 
best possible choices in order to maximize my 
chances of a favorable result? The structure of 
the Tactical Results Matrix (hereafter referred to 
as the TRM) and the manner in which the 
Tactical. Cards are chosen suggest that this system 
could successfulty be analyzed by game theory, 
that branch of mathematics that deals with the 
selection of the best available strategy in order to 
maximize one's winnings (or minimize one's 
losses) in a game, war, busincss endeavor, etc. 

A small digression is necessary to define some 
terms for those readers who may not be familiar 
with game theory. A game refers to a set of rules 
and conventions for playing and a play refers to a 
particular possible realization of  the xules. At  the 
end of each play, each of the phyers receives (or 
loses) a payment, called the payoff. The matrix 
consisting of all possible results based on the 
strategies available is called the payoff matrix. 
The object of each player is to maximize his 
expectation (the average payoff based on a 
strategy.) A strategy is a set of numbers that 
represent the frequency with which each possible 
play is selected. The astute reader will have 
recognized that for our use each play represents 
the selection of two Tactical Cards (one by the 
Attacker, the other by the Defender), the payoff 
is the die roll adjustment on the TRM, and the 
payoff matrix is the TRM itself. In 1776 there 
are eight possible plays for each player; thus a 
strategy would consist of a set of eight non- 
negative numbers that add up to one. 

L 
One important theorem of game theory is 

t 
that all games have at least one optimum solu- 
tion. That is, there exists a strategy for each 
player that will maximize his winnings, and no 
other strategy can be better. So all I had to do 
was to pour the TRM into the computer, push 
the button, and wait for the magic answer. 
Unfortunatelv there was one small feature on the 
TRM that did not readily lend itself to analysis. 
This was that dreaded nemesis of all attackers, 
the successful withdrawal! While a successful 
withdrawal has no effect on the current battle, it 
certainly has some influence on which Tactical 
Card you select. There are few things more 
frustrating in life than to have a Continental 
Army of 5,000 outnumbered three to one, only 
to have the sneaky devils slip from your grasp 
with minimal loss. So how do I allow for this 
elusive concept? Well, to  keep things simple (to 
begin with, anyway), I don't make any allow- 
ances for it. I let the values on the TRM remain 
as they are and replace NC by the value zero. 
What this implies is that neither player puts any 

value whatever on a withdrawal. This is actually 
the case in many instances. The sole purpose of 
each player is to try to inflict the highest possible 

TABW I 
Tactical Result Matrix - No Adjustments 

Attacker FA RRF EL ER RL RR R WD 
D 
e R F + 2  0 - 1. - 1 0  0 +2 -2 
c 
E ER -2 +1 0 0 +3 -2 -2 0 
n 
d RR +l 0 -3 +2 0 0 0 
e 
r W D + 3 + 2  0 0 0 0 0 0 

TABLE U 
Tactical Result Matrix - Successful WD Ad] = -2 

d 
e 
r WD + 3  0 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 
loss on his opponent, giving no thought to escape 
or retreat. The payoff mat*ix is now shown as 
Table I. The most significant feature of this 
matrix is that it is symmetric (for math freaks, 
symmetric implies that each value in row i, 
column j = the negative of the value in row j, 
column i). It is characteristic of all symmetric 
matrices that the average payoff (or value) to 
each player is zero, and furthermore, that the 
strategies for both players will be identical. 
Following is the result for the matrix of Table I, 
giving the percentage of the time that each 
strategy should be played (FA is Frontal Assault, 
RF is Recon in Force, EL is Enfdade Left, etc.). 
Underneath the table is the value of the game and 
the chance of getting a withdrawal using the 
given strategies. 

CASE I 
(Withdrawal Adjustment = 0) 

Attacker's Defender's 
Strategy I Strategy I 

Value = 0.0 Chance of WD = 0.0 

This table says that each player should pick 
FA, EL, and ER 18% of the time (each), RF 
27%, RL and RR 9%, and never pick SD or WD. 
(The purist will note that the odds only add up 
to .99 - this is because of the inevitable roundoff 
error). The value of the game is 0.0, as p~eviously 
suspected, and the chance of a withdrawal via the 
Tactical Cards is also 0.0. So alI you 1776ers who 
haven't been selecting Recon in Force had better 
take a iu-d look at the above statistics. 

So much for the ideal situation. But now you 
ask, what if the Defender is trying to withdraw? 
Obviousiy that puts a premium on  Withdrawals 

(unless the Attacker picks Frontal Assault - 
ouch!). The problem now becomes how to make 
successful Withdrawals "harmful" to  the Attack- 
er and "beneficial" t o  the Defender. One way is 
to simply adjust every case on the TRM where a 
successful Withdrawal occurs by some negative 
number. If you used -1, the bottom line would 
now be +3, +1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1. This doesn't 
mean that you would use these values in practice. 
It just implies that a Recon in Force against a 
Withdrawal is not really worth +2 to the Attacker 
anymore. He would probably be willing to  settle 
for +1 if he could have another attack. Obviously 
the more negative value you assign to a With- 
drawal, the bigger the premium you associate 
with it. So, every place in the TRM that was xed 
or NC had 1 subtracted from it. I then put this 
new adjusted TRM into the computer and pushed 
the button again. Surprise! The results were 
identical with Case I. Minus one was probably 
not enough of an adjustment. So this time I 
subtracted two from all the appropriate entries 
(see Table II), and had more luck: 

CASE I1 
(Withdrawal Adjustment = -2) 

Att. Strat. I1 Def. Strat 11 

Value = -0.12 Chance of Succ. WD = 24.7% 

A rather startling change has occurred due to  
the adjustment to  the TRM. The Attacker no 
longer selects Refuse the Left or Refuse the 
Right, but instead picks Frontal Assaults and 
Recons in Force more often. The Defender also 
gives up on Refuse the Left or Right, but now 
selects Stand and Defend and Withdrawals! The 
value of the game has shifted slightly in the 
defender's favor, the price you would expect to 
pay by using Frontal Assaults more often. 

Now I decided to adjust the TRM by even 
more. I used values from minus three to  minus 
ten, and one extreme case of minus twenty-four 
(either the Attacker is desperate to nail the 
Defender or the Defender is willing to sell his 
soul in o ~ d e r  to escape!). Following are the 
results using the values -4, -6, and -24: 

CASE I11 
WD adj. = 4) 

ATT. III DEF I11 - 
WD .OO .25 

Value = -0.5 SUC. WD = 14.8% 
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beyond the scope of thisarticle, and>ndoubted- 
ly beyond the ability of this author. However, I 
will admit that the advantage would generally lie 
with the person using the lower numbered 

CASE IV 
(WD adj. = -6) 

Att IV Def IV 

I 

RR -00 .00 

WD -00 .20 

Value = -0.74 SUC. WD = 9.8% 

CASE V 
CWD adj. = -24) 

Att V Def V 

strategy. 

Using the strategies presented in this article 
should improve your chances for getting good 
results on  the TRIM, but I have no sympathy for 
those people who are playing against psychic - I 
opponents or who can't roll a number higher 
than a two. -- 

DESIGN ANALYSIS 
P J K W  V t r .  12\ 

GUN 8Erprm L5h E f f  Rng 3000m 
AMMO 92 PEN 4.9" 2MG34 

THE LEFTOVERS 
by John Engberg 

Picture the following game of STALINGRAD: The other works somewhat like the tactical matrices 
you're the Germans, driving fast and hard through in 1776 or CAESAR'S LEGIONS. This second - the Ukraine. You've given the Russians a bloody table translates any overages from flat-odds into 
nose, but his lines are st111 cohesive. But you see an die-roll advantages. In the opening example, the 
opportunity-smash one 5-7-4 and you can come thirteen extra factors are turned into a die roll 
around behind and cut off most of his front. Sure, modification that would make the battle equal to a 
he's behind arivqr and you can only attack from two 3-1 straight. One factor shouldn't be more import- 
hexes, but the four 8-8-6s are in easy reach and ant than the other forty-one put together. Such a 
should carry the day. They move up. That's 32-14, tabIe for STAWNGRAD might look like the one in 

WD .oO -10 ten more factors are needed for a 3-1. You spot a 5- diagram A. 

Value = -1.46 5-4 add put him in the Iine. Five factors needed, but Sue' WD = only enough room left for one more unit. You Such a system has imccuracies of its own. Two 
frantically search the boardpn0thing in reach factors are more important at 8-3 than a t  22-10. A 
bigger than a 4-4-4. That gives you only 41 factors, quick Panacea for this is to express the excess as a 

one of 3-1 adds, N~~ you either call off the fraction of the attacking or defending force, rather 
Taken together, these tables show some inter- attack and allow Ivan to reinforce; or riska 2-1 shot, than a number of factors. The table would be 

=sting trends. AS the " ~ a l ~ e "  of the WD adjust- with the funmaking prospect of having at least 28 divided into percent increments (.I-5%, 5.1-lo%, 
merit decreases, the value of the game slowly factors off ot VaIha]la on the wings of anAelim+ 10.1-1 5%, etc.), each with a die roll addition. This 
decreases, while the chance of a successful situations like this cheat barbers out of of has the drawback of players having to calculate 
withdrawal via the Tactical Cards rapidly a p  dollars every year. percents, but it is not all thatdifficuIt. SimpIy divide 
proaches zero. The attacker starts to rely more the part by the whole and multiply by 100. In the 
and more on Frontal Assaults, while the Defend- Is there a better way? Let's see. beginning example, 13t14~100=92.86%. A cheap 
er is busily pulling out Enfilades, with only an pocket calculator should do away with pencil- 
occasional Withdrawal just to keep the Attacker ~h~ title is derived from the fact that one often pushing, or a chart of combinations and ~ r c e n t a g a  
on his toes. In the most extreme case, we would does not get battles that reduce to nioe, even CRT could be included in the game (something like the 
anticipate the Attacker always picking Frontal odds (even with 3-2 columns and the like). ~~~t~~ odds-reduction chart included with AH'S old 
Assaults, the Defender always picking Enfilades, are left over, These factors fight and die like the rest, " anda rd i~d  CRT). This would look somewhat like 
the value being exactly minus two and the chance but are powerless to influence the battle. One figure B. 
of a Withdrawal being exactly zero. And I can obvious solution is to put more columns in the For variety, one could add a vertical column assure you, that when the Attacker doesn't want CRTS, but some fellows will still be left out. 

with odds, The die roll modification would the Defender to get away, and the Defender Carrying this to extremes, we can have a table that differ slightly depending on the balance of forces. knows it, You might as well forget the Tactical covers EVERY possible situation. You could figure This allow the excess-point table to take Cards and just subtract two from the die roll. out what the greatest possible strength defending a 
Experience bears this out, but isn't it nice to hex would be, and the greatest number of attacken percentages into account. Gamblers among you 
know that theory agrees with you! that could be brought to bear, and check out might even like to roll a die to determine the exact 

everything in between, a CRT would beabout change, out of different possibilities. This mn 

One interesting problem arises when the the size of the New York phone directory and come enhance the unae&inty meated by things like 
Attacker and Defender interpret the situation in a sparate package. A science fiction game with and command contror' 

differently. For example, the Attacker may be such a table would be an ancients game by the time I hope this TotaI Unit Effectiveness CRT (I get 

using the strategy presented in Case I1 (he doesn't of publication. There is something inherently my jollies thinking up fancy names for things) helps 

care too much if the Defender gets away), but unwieldy in the beast. you in your gaming, and that you no longer need to 

the Defender misreads the Attacker's intentions defoliate yourself over that up-factoring unit that 

and defends using the strategy in Case N fie just couldn't make it. Okay, so I've run it up the 

thinks the Attacker wants to pulverize One does not have to risk a hernia just to enjoy flagpole. We'll see who salutes it. 

him). nis type of problem comes under the the hobby. 1 have devised a solution which only 

subiect of -zerpsu a topic which is requires two tables. One is a basic flat-odds type. @ 
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BATTLES IN GERMANY, 1948 by Roy Easton 

In 1948, Stalin sought to put pressure on the 
Western Allies by shutting off all of the land access 
routes to Berlin. The Allies responded by supplying 
Berlin completely through the air in the Berlin Air- 
Lift. These PANZER LEADER/ PANZERBLITZ 
variant situations assume that the Air-Lift had 
failed and that the Allied leaders had decided to 
open the land routes to Berlin by force. 

These situations use the PANZER LEADER 
boards and Allied units and the PANZERBLITZ 
Soviet units. The PANZER LEADER N~C% are 
sed with the following modifiations: 

1. STACKING-Four Allied units may stack in 
hex; three Soviet units may stack in a hex except 

for Soviet infantry units which can stack with only 
one other unit. 

2. INDIRECT FIRE-No Soviet unit may use 
indirect fire; all Allied M and (H) units may use 
indirect fire. 

3. RANGE-Soviet infantry units have a range 
-f 2*. 

4. ARMORED ENGINEER VEHICLES- 
Situation 25 introduces two new types of AVRE's 
(Armored Vehicle, Royal Engineers) and this rule 
overs their use. 

a. The AVRE-F units represent AVRE's 
arrying fascines (bundles of sticks). When this 

AVRE enten a stream hex, it may drop its fascine 
by expending an additional movement point. A 
"Fascine" counter is placed in this hex to indicate 
that the fascine has been placed in the stream. All 
tracked and half-tracked vehicles may now cross the 
stream on this hex by expending an additional 3 
movement points but no more than 2 units may 
cross each fascine per turn. Up to 3 fascines may be 
dropped in a single hex and they may be crossed on 
the same turn that they arcdropped. Each A V R E F  
arries one fascine. 

b. The AVRE-B units represent AVRE's 
quipped with bulldozer blades. An AVRE-B may 

remove a "Wreck" from a Clear Terrain hex by 
remaining undispersed on that hex for one complete 
Movement Phase at the end of which the "Wreck" 
counter is removed from the Board. The same 
process is used to clear a "Wreck" from Woods 
hexes except that at the end of the Movement Phase, 
the "Wreck" is replaced by a "Wreck-R(emoved)" 
counter which counts as a unit for stacking but does 
not inhibit movement (as along a road). 

c. One AVRE-B can remove a "Block" 
counter by remaining undispersed on that hex for 2 
complete Movement Phases, at theend of which the 
"Block" counter is removed from the game. Two 
AVRE-B's can remove a "Block" if each one 
remains on that hex undispersed for one complete 
dovement Phase. 

d. One or more AVREB's canclearaGreen 
hexside by remaining undispersed adjacent to that 
hexside for a total of 3 complete Movement Phases, 
at the end of which a "Green Side Cleared" counter 
i s  placed with the arrow pointing to thecleared side. 
All tracked and half-tracked vehicles may then cross 
this hexside by expending an additional 2 Move 
ment Points. 

e. AVRE-B's can clear minefields by using 
the procedure described above for removing 
"Wrecks". 

Q 

SITUATION 23 
Germany, 1948: The Berlin Airlift has failed and President Truman has ordered the army to open 

sufficient land supply routes into Berlin to supply the city. The success of this attack by elements of the 
U.S. 2nd Armored Division depends on the speed with which the routes are opened and casualties are 
immaterial. * Available Units: 

US.: Two Combat Commands each containing the following: 
M40 

10 3 2 2  3 3 9 1 2 6  

1 I onlh can spot for any and all US. units. 

* Soviet: Reinforced Guards Mechanized Rifle Brigade. 

15A Bt8b1216A 8 6  1 5 8  I f 3  I2Z4120311212d 5 6  1 
z r r l m m  wArn "grn 

10'?~'11 14~&?815~~~&18%~1 12182 1 8  r i u  1 2  $3 0 3  1 1 2  31 0 2  r 
, 

4 2 4 9 3  3 6 2 10 

3 

Nole: Since the counter-mix does not provide sufficient counters for this situation, the player should 
purchase another set of Allied counters or make appropriate substitutions. Soviet mortars may not use 
indirect fire. 

Boards: The U.S. Zone-Soviet Zone Border runs south along 
Row U on Board A until it reaches the main river and 
then runs along the river to the South end of Board D. 

4 Set-Up: 
NORTH Soviet Player: Set up first anywhere east of the Border. 

U. S. Player: Set up second anywhere West of the Border, 
move first. Each of the two Combat Commandsmust set- 
up on a different Board but thereare no other restrictions 

Game Length: 15 Turns on movement or firing. 
Victory Conditions: 

Victory is determined by the number of road exit hexes on the Eastern Edge of the Board controlled 
by the U.S. player at the end of the game. In order to controI one of these hexes, the U.S. player must 
have been the last to move a unit through this hex and there must k no Soviet infantry or non-halftrack 
armored units within 2 hexes of the road exit hex on the last game turn. 

Number of Hexes Victory Level 
Controlled by U.S. 

0 Soviet Decisive 
1 Soviet Tactical 
2 Soviet Marginal 
3 Draw 
4 U.S. Marginal 
5 U.S. Tactical 
6 U.S. Decisive 

SITUATION 24 
Germany, 1948: As the U.S. Army d h e s  on Berlin, the Soviets counterattack in the British Zone. A 

battlegroup of the 1st Battalion, Coldstream Guards, is ordered to delay the advance of a Soviet Tank 
Corps. 

Available Units: 
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ex~lus~wly fsm back issues, dating a 
89 $97 t . In addition, two never befor 

~ ~ i t i ~ h :  -el  Archer 

1 2 4 3 6 3 3 9  12 * soviet: 

IO'E~I~I~"B 
1 2 6 2 4 6 3 6 2  

9 3 6 1 2  

Note: Use Sherman and M-4 counters with Comet values and M-10 and Achilles counters with Archer 
values. 

Boards: Set-Up: 

NORTH Briiisk Player: Set up first anywhere on the Board, move 
second. 
Soviet Player Move first, enter from any hex or hexes 

Game Length: 15 Turns along Eastern edge of Board. All Soviet units must on 
Board by the end of Turn 3. The British player may use 
Opportunity Fire on Turn 1. 

Special Rule: 
All British CAT attacks have their odds increased by one column, i.e., a 1:l becomes a 2:l. 

Victory Conditions: 
Victory is determined by the number of Soviet tank units, (T-34/85, JS 111, SU-152, and SU-100) 

exited off the Western edge of the Board from any partial hex south of B-GG-6. Each exiting unit must 
use 1 Movement Point to exit the Board and may not return after exiting. 

Number of Units Victory Level 
Exited 

0-2 British Decisive 
3 -5 British Tactical 
6-8 Draw 

9-1 1 Soviet Marginal 
12-15 Soviet Tactical 
16-24 Soviet Decisive 

SITUATION 25 
Germany, 1948: As the Soviet counteroffensive surges through the British Zone, a hastiiy assernbled 

force built around an armored regiment of Royal Engineers is ordered to attack the base of the Russian 
sal~ent. 

British: 

12 2 3 12 14 8 

i5A818A1240H~0~6~~12A 

16%'~ 

For use with 
AVRE's 

2 2 

- 
15F.8 

0 2  

8 2 2 6 6 6  * *- 1 8 A l m  w l m m  1mJm 

l0'E5ll 1 5 a . r  8 2 r 0 3 ss 1 2 82 0 8  112 t 1614, 1 12188 1 
4 4 3 2 9 5 

~J,ma 

2 i r  0 

,3%0 r o  r o  

'-"d";."lx Boards: 

2YPt  I T!Y I2 
5 7 10 

& 
NORTH 

Set-Up: 

#>An 

3 87 

AVRE-F 

Game Length: 12 Turns 
Soviet Player: Set up first anywhere on the Board. 
British Player: Move first and enter anywhere along the 
Southern edge of the Board. 

Victory Conditions: 
The Soviets win if, at theend of the game, they can tracea line of continuous road hexesfrom the East 

to the West edges of the Board such that no hex along this line is within 2 hexes of a British non-Bren or 
halftrack unit. The British win by avoiding the Soviet Victory Conditions. 

5 3 M l 2 # 1 2 0 ~ 2 4 3  
m i m m  

12 $1 

AVRE-B Fancine 

0-*2 

I 2  

-8!?( 
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Vol. 13, No. 4 of the GENERAL was rated at 

3.26 by responding readers. The individual 
ratings based on our 1200 point maximum 
scoring system were: 

TOBRUK Combat Expansion . . . . . . . . . .  245 
A~AR AT SEA Series Replay .......... 201 
raking the Offense in STALINGRAD .. 200 
The Gamer's Code of Ethics .......... 168 

......................... But What If 153 
Blind Free Kriegspier ................. 96 
Avalon Hill Philosophy ............... 81 

....... Increasing Infantry Firepower.. 32 
.................. Rest of Calculation 24 

DIPLOMACY captured TOP GAME OF THE 
YEAR honors in the annual competition hosted 
by the prestigeous English magazine GAMES & 
PUZZLES. Other Avalon Hill games placing high 
in the British competition included KINGMAKER 
(5th) and SPEED CIRCUIT (19th). We will be 
reintroducing SPEED CIRCUIT to the American 
market this spring with improved rules and 
components. 

, We expect only two price increases in 1977. 
As of February 1st both WAR A T  SEA and 

, TACTICS I /  will sell for $6.00 instead of the 
previous $5.00. Inflation marches on. 

: To make way for the switch of RUSSIAN 
I CAMPAIGN to the retail line, STALINGRAD has 

been switched to Mail Order only status. You'll 
, probably still see it on store shelves for months 

to come, but bulk shipments to retail outlets 
have stopped. 

We no longer stock blank hexsheets (PAN- 
ZERBLln hex size) without grid co-ordinates 

, printed in each hex. All future orders for hex 
i sheets of this size will be filled with sheets 

ontaining grid co-ordinates in each hex. 

Reader Dave Glewwe informs us thatthe 1 st 
Sioux Falls, SD wargame convention will be held 
April 23rd and 24th at the 1 1 th St. YWCA. For 
more information write Dave at his 312 N. 

harter bus originating in Los 
cross country trip. Cost is 
roundtrip but only if 38 people 
rter. If interested, contactthe 
e" at P.O. Box 1467, Scotts- 
hat a KINGMAKER game you 
anscontinental bus tripl 

activities of THE OLD GUARD. This wargame 
club meets for board games every Sunday be- 
tween 1 and 6 a t  the 6th Precinct Police Club 
Room at 2639 Nicollet Ave in Minneapolis. 
Further information is available from Member- 
ship Chairman Frank Wlanos at 722-1684. 

Tom Shew (right).Avalon HillVicePresident andFOOT8ALL 
STRATEGY designer. congrmulates Carl Slutter for winning 
Super Bowl IV. 

Carl Slutter took top honors in the Avalon Hill 
FOOTBALL STRATEGY League by besting Doug 
Burke's Cleveland entry -7 in Super Bowl IV 
for the most lop-sided play-off victory in the 
history of the league. Slutter's Dallas team ran 
up a 12-2 regurar season record and then 
proceeded to the Super Bowl with a 39-13 
victory over George Uhl's Falcons and a 22-17 
win over Paul Queeney's Saints. Doug Burke 
finished the regular season with a 9-5 marken 
route to play-off wins over the Bills of Dennis 
Yost 33-28 and Wes Coates' Raiders 24-7. 
Slutter won $100 plus possession of the 
league's rotating trophy for his mastery over the 
28 team league. 

More evidence of the rising acceptance of 
games as a new form of literary expression was 
the Game Day held by the Wyandotte Bacon 
Memorial Library in Michigan last December 
4th. More and more libraries are turning to the 
circulation of games as a way of increasing 
public interest in their services. Among the 
many games which were eligible for two week 
"borrowing" at the Bacon Memorial Library are 
1776 and TACTICS II. 

TEAM ITHACA seems to be opening up a 
lead in the 1976 Avalon Hilt Team Champion- 
ships gamesmastered by Nicky Palmar of Den- 
mark. Their mcst recent advances came as the 
result of a double win in WATERLOO against 
YOGWC. 1975 AH 500 finalist Pat McNevin was 
the victim. 

Interest Group Baltimore and the Avalon Hill 
design offices have moved to 900 St. Paul St. in 
Baltimore. The gaming public is invited to attend 
the Saturday game sessions every weekend 
from 10 to 5. Half-price, damaged games will be 
available for sale at this location, but parts, 
magazines, and new game purchases must be 
made by mail for the time being. 

In order to give readers a longer rime to 
respond to the contestswe will accept entries up 
to and including the day the next issue of the 
GENERAL is mailed. This means that the ten 
winners of credit vouchers for AH merchandise 
will not be announced until the second issue 
after each contest appears. 

Only Robert Medrow of Rolla, MO found the 
correct solution to Contest No. 73 as listed in the 
last issue of the GENERAL. The rest of the 
solutions were graded on their probability of 
preventing the Russian invasion and attack to 
save Stalin. Rounding out the top 10 puzzle 
solvers were: P. DevoIpi of Lisle, IL; P. Siragusa, 
Houston, TX; J. Clemente, Houston, TX; K. 
Septon, Eugene, OR; J. Culpepper, APO, NY; G. 
Hill, New Castle, PA; J. Stahler, Silver Spring, 
MD; B. Scott, Cherry Hill, NJ; and R. Kolish of 
Homer City, PA. 

Following i s  the solution to Contest No. 74. 
An asterisk indicates that the unit was the 
southernmost of two "B" units in the same hex. 
Two asterisks indicate chewing cavalry. The 
number following the dash in the Final Hex 
Facing and Units Artacked columns refers to the 
correct explanation in the Notes culumn. 

Final 
Hex Units 

Unit Moved: Facing: Attackd: 

Agsma Hypas 
Thessalion 

I Cav 
Mscedonian 
I Arch 

Macedonian 
I I Arch 

Greek I t  
Phalanx 

Agrianian I 
Jav 

Agrianian I I  
dav 

Cretan Arch 

Balacrus Jav 
Thessalion II 
Cav 

Lancers 

Allied Horse 

Alexander 

- 
Uxian Infantry-2 

2nd Chariots 

2nd Chariots 
(AVI -3 

Uxian Infantry -2 

1st Chariots 

1st Chariots 
(AV) -3 

Parthian, 
Persian HA {AV) 

3rd Chariots 
3rd Chariots 

(AV) -3 
Albanian Inf, 

Mard Arch (AV) 
Scythian Nomads, 

Dshae HA 
- 

CONTINUATION - Icontestants did not haw to 
supplv 1 
A. Now nrxecufe the AV against the Uxian 

infantry 

B. Regardless of the results of its 1-1 attack the 
Royal Companions Cav I will hold its 
position. 

C. Advances after AVs: 

(i) Thessalion I Cav to  PI9 
Iii) Indian Cav must retreat, can not (51, is 

eliminated 

(iii) Thessalion I I Cav to L7 
(iv) Lancers to MQ 

(v) Allied Horse to L8 
h i )  1st Bactrian Cav must rerreat cannot, (51, i s  

eliminared 

NOTES: 

1. Moving through the Macedonian archers 
(question Y at the end of the rulebook). 

2. Not exmuted yet - %e continuation 

3. Standing chariots halved against enemy mi5 
sile f i re 

4. Skirmishers passing through fully stacked 
hexes 

5. Must retreat because other unit in hex was 
eliminated 
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